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A bench conference was held concerning order of
witnesses.
Rosemary Woods was to be on first, followed by
Buzhardt with othe r s to b e dtermined l ater . (Order did
in fact change ) (797 - 800)
There was a rule on witnesses and Ben- Veniste stated
that the prosecution wou ld accommodate the \vhite House by
agreeing to Woods ' testimony before concluding cross examination of Wong . (800)
RO SEMARY y/OODS
Questions by Powers (direct)
Woods has been employed by Nixon for 23 years, principally
as personal secretary and recently as executive assitant . (801)
Woods first heard that there was a White House and EOB
r ecording capability wheh Butterfield testified to it at
th e Senate hearings . (801)
She has no technical knowledge
of the system at all . She first saw these tapes on
September 29 , 1973. (802)
Woods was asked by Nixon to go to Camp David on Sep tenbe r
29 to try to take down (type) as much of the conversation
of the subpoenaed tapes as possib l e . She had 8 tapes at
Ca"'p David and used a Sony reco rder which had no foot peddle
and oversized earphones. ( 802 - 803)
Steve Bull drove up to Camp David with Woods, taking
the tapes and three record ers . She can only remember that
th e President and some members of his family were ther e that
weeJcend.
She cannot r emember if Hai g was there . ( 803)
Woods worked on the tapes until 3 : 00 am. Sunday
mor'ning and on Sunday from 6 : 00 am . to l ate afternoon .
She and the Nixons came back to D . C . Sunday ni ght . ( 803 )
Woods only finished one conver st ion beca use the quality
was so bad. (803) Nixon ' s feet on the desk , coffee cups ,
etc. would make noise.
( 804)
The Secret Service were outsid e the cabin that Woods
was workin g in at all times .
(805)
Woods wurked in her office wh en possible during the
next week and then took the 8 tapes to Key Biscayne o n

- 2 October 4 to work on them . Bull accompanied Woods to Florida
and personally carried the tapes.
(805)
A Sec r et Service man was present in the den of the villa
where Woods was staying and guarded the safe 24 hours a
day . Only onevat a time were ever out of the safe . (806 )
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Woods only made one original of her work . No copies
were made . Typewriter ribbons used at Camp David and Key
Biscayne were burned. (806) She gave her only copy
personally to Nixon. (807)
Woods finished her work on the tapes either the
23rd or 24th of October . No one else helped her with
t h e work. (807)
Part of the time Woods used ear phones . She did
in any way to edit or change the tapes. She
did not accomplish a verbatim transcript because of the
q ua li ty . (808)
n~attempt

The 8 tapes are now in a safe in Woods ' office .
In addition there are 6 tapes brought in by Bennett . (808 - 809)
Woods was working on one of the 6 tapes on Monday, NOvember
5 . . At that time Woods thought that there was a gap on
the tape, but since that time Buzhardt has found another
tape which fills in the gap . (809)
The conversation in question was on April 16, 1973 .
While l ooking for a conversation between Dean and Nixon,
she found Rodgers coming in at 4 : 55 but nothin g between
1 :00 and that time . (809-812)
She now has in her
possession the correct tap e with th e Dean conversation, but
has not had time to transcribe it.
[This conversation is
not one that is subpoenaed]
Questions by Volner

(cross)

Woods ' position with Nixon has changed over the years
but she has continued to be one of his close s t assistants.
( 812-813) Her office is 3 offices down from the Presiden t s' ,
with Steve Bull's office and the office of her assistants
i nbetween.
(813) She does not have an office in the EOB,
but occasionally types there outside Nixon's office if there
is a speech or other necessary work to do . She has also
worked in the Lincoln Sitting Room on occasion. (814)
She would not accomp any the President to the EOB on any
regular work day . Sally Inge is the re~eptionist at the EOB

3 office. (815) She does not recall accompanying Nixon
to the EOB on June 4, and does not know if any logs exist
which might indicate that she was there. (816)
Woods has with her a copy of Nixon's log for April
16 so that she can determine the order of meetings and
therefore locate the Dean conversation . (8 1 7)
Woods indicates the size of her office safe. The
Oval Office does not have a safe . Kissinger keeps all the
national security information . Woods has the combination
to safes holding Nixon's personal things and the combination
to her own safe . Nixon does not have the combination t 0
h er safe . She does not believe that the Secret Service
has the combination . (817-818)
~loods keeps no records of Nixon ' s movements . She
would ask one of her assistant ' s for such information .
The assistant (Marge Aiker) would in turn contact Nell
Yates or Tom Hart or perhaps Hoops or Nesbitt . (819)

Woods does not share an extension with Nixon (820)
Woods first heard of the taping system when Butterfield
testified and has not personally h eard of anyone listening
to them befo r e that . (820) She does not k now what the
President was doing on June 4 .
(821)
Woods ' first conversation about the Presid ent listening
to tapes was with Bull o n September 29.
Nixon h ad asked
her personally to undertake the job of transcription,
saying that Bull or Haig would take care of the mechanical
things. (822)
Bull marked the be g innings of the conversations of
the subpoenaed tapes and put the first tape on and showed
her how to run the r ecorder . ( 823 ) This was Hoods ' first
experience with reel-to - reel recorder and i t was difficult
to use without a foot peddle and correct earphones . (824)
Bull ' s explanation was minimal since the machine was
plainly marked.
( 825 )
Woods put the tape on the second time without Bull's
assistance . She had taken it off and put it in the safe
for the night . ( 825 ) Woods was instructed to be careful n ot
to erase anything . The stop, forward, reverse, and record
buttons were clearly marked and Wools felt she was adequately
cautious about pushing the wrong buttons. (826-827)
Woods worked about 16 hours, fro m 11:00a . m Saturaay
till 3:00 am . Sunday and then from 6:00 am . till 4 : 30 or

- 4 4:45 on Sunday. This was about 29 hours and th e
one conversation she was working on was not finished.(828)
She is not sure which date it was but believes it was the
first one on the subpoena, a meeting between Nixon,
Ehrlichman and Haldeman from 10 : 30 to noon on June 20, 1972 .
( 829 - 834)
Woods says that this conversation was finished with
about 2 - 2'1/2 hours more work in her office . (832 - 833)
Bull worked on other tapes in the next room at
CAmp DAvid , marking the subpoenaed conversations with
pieces of ~lhite paper . (834-835)
Woods was in the cabin alone after Bull left , but
the Secret Service remained outside. All the tapes were
in the original briefcase they were brought up in and the
3 tape recorders were there . ( 836) There were 8 tapes .
Woods counted them. (837)
Bu ll told Woods that he could not find one of the
c onversations and kNew Woods knew that Bull called Bennett
to bring i t . (838)
Nixon instructed Woods to get the gist or the
high l ights of the conversation.
He said he realized how
hard it would be. (838)
Woods and Bull did not discuss their task on the
waf, to Camp David.
They were driven up by a 'vhi te House
driver and Woods read news summaries on the way . (839)
Woods and Bull counted the tapes before leaving. (839)
Woods assumed she was working from original tapes,
but she does not have the technical knowledge t 0 know . (839)
Nixon came over to listen a little bit at Camp David .
( 840)
Bull carried the tapes back to D.C . and put them
in Woods' safe which is checked every night by guards. (840)
Woods first removed the tapes on Monday morning,
October 1 . She did not keep a record of the tapes in her
safe.
She assumed that was Bennett's job . The eight tapes
plus 6 from Bennett this past week are all in Woods ' safe
at this moment . (841)
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- 5 Woods was not present when Bull talked to Nixon at
Camp David . (841) Bull told Woods separately ab out
the missing tape. She doesn ' t remember discussing the
missin g tape NitNXMix~NXXXt~k2~ of Apri l 15 with Nixon
but does reme mber discussing the missing tape of the
Nixon - Mitchell telephone call. (842)
Woods did not know that Bull had gotten 1 3 tapes fr om
General Bennett .
(842)
Woods t ook the same 8 tapes to Key Biscayne .
(843)
They were carried by Bul l i n the same briefcase. The
8 wer e kept together even though she had finished working
on one.
(843 - 844)
Nixon suggested Key Biscayne because of more
pleas ant surroundings . Woods ' directions for transcribing
we re no different. She came back from Florida on October 7.
( 844) She worked many hours on several tapes .
(845)
Woods fini shed these 8 tapes on October 23 or 24 .
(844)
Woods continued to work nights and weekends in her
offi ce to finish the tapes (845)
Bull told Woods that the tape that Bennett brought
to Camp David had run out or at l east the conversation
could not be found.
(846)
tapes.

There were 8 separate conversations on the 8 different
(847-84 8 )
Woods did not herself l ook for any t apes .

(851)

The machine Woods used at the White House was bet ter
and she knew how to use it.
(852)
Bull helped only by locating conversations and cueing
up tapes.
(853)
On Monday November 5, Woods typed from an Apri l 16
t ape in the Oval Office . The conversation was between
Dean and Nixon and lasted from 10:00 to 10:4 0 . She finished
it on Tuesday. Woods was give n these instructions by
Nixon through Haig.
Bennett delivered the tape .
( 85~ -856)
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Bennett brought six tapes to make sure that the
ri g ht one was among them.
It was possible that one may
be mismarked. Woods d i scovered a gap of time, but a nother
tape was found that fills it in. (856-857
No one told Woods of the intere s t of the April 16
tape. (857)
No one has help e d Woods with the ty p ing of the tap es .

(857)
QUESTIO NS BY POWERS

(redi rect )

The conversation that Woods was typing this week
was not one that was subpoenaed. ( 858)
QUESTIO NS BY VOLNER (r ec ros s )
There was no gap , merely a missing tape with
conversation s that followed those typed by Woods. ( 859 )
The tape that she had origina lly started wit h Rodge rs
entering at 4:55 . (860)
Ben- Veniste points out that Woods testimony wit h
regard to the tapes changing is inconsistent with
previous testimony.
ALFRED WONG
Questions by Ben- Veniste

( cross resumed )

WT-l is a correct designation of the room where the
rec ording equipment for all telephones in the Oval Office
and the aabinet Room were kept. (861) Wong does n ot know
any of the symbols used by the computer for this or other
ro oms .
(862)
Ben-Veniste points out that for 3 days the prosecution
ha s asked for deSignation for these rooms . White House
couns el agrees to obtain them.
( 863 )
Wong recalls seeing the cabinets(in the photographs
presented in court yesterday) a couple 0 f years ago . (863)
The recording equipment in the Oval Office and the
Cabi net Room was installed first.
The telephones were
equiped about the same time as 'the room bugs . ( 864 - 865 )

.'
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Wong is surprised to hear that the notes of Zumwalt
indicate that the Oval Office bugs were installed in
February and Cabinet Room bugs we re not installed until
May.
(866)
Zumwalt's notes also say all telephones
were equipped on A~ril 6 . (867)
When asked about inconsistencies of testimony ab out
installations, Wong's conclusion is that he first got
the requirement in February 1971 and shortly thereafter
both audio and telephone recordings were installed.
(870)
Wong says there was a rush to install the equipment .
Butterfield did not give a reason for the rush .
(870)
~long knew of the testing of the "Bugging" equipment
but did not participate in it . (870 - 871) Zumwalt reported
the results of the test to Wong . Generally the ~u~ could
pick up sounds of low volume. (872)
~

Wong does not think it is correct that the capability
Has greater than normal surreptitious bugs because a direct
wire from the b~~ to the tape recorder cut out tran smission
pooblems . Wong ~rees that hypotheticalJ y a hard wire
installation has less interference and then answers that
there were no air transmissions in this system . There
were only hard-wire installations, in both the White House
and EOB. The same is true of the telephones.
(872-873)
From time to time, technicians working for Wong
would check the capability of the recorders by listening
to fragments of the conversations. (873) He does n ot
recall that a monitor was actually left on by mistake and
a security guard reported that a noise was coming from
the cabinet where the tape recorders were kept.
(874)
Wong kept no record of the recorders used.
He
does not know their serial numb e r s (874)
Perh aps Zumwalt
kept track of the equipment by s erial number . Normally
the type of equipment and serial number would not be
indicated when making a recording . (875)
The equipment is still available and perhaps it can
be ascertained which recorders were used durin g specific
periods at specific locations . . Wong thinks he can have
this information within a week . (877)
There were 3 k e ys to the room where the recorders
were located. \-long had one, Zumwalt had one and perhaps
Baker had one . . Ben-Veniste pOints out that t his is
consistent with Bakers testimony and inconsistent with

"
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(878)

Wong never changed the tapes himself . (880)
He re calls only on malfunction being reported to him .
This was Butterf ie l d ' s statement that there was a
blank tape, but Wong did notthing to investigate .
Wong speculates that the tape was twi~ted manually by
mistake . ( 88 1)
A tape only records on one side , pe rh aps more than
one channel but only one side .
(881 - 882)
Responsibility for the tapes was given to Wong
Baker, Zumwalt , Butterfield and l ater two addit i oanl
Secret Service employees (Bretz and Schwalm) Also Ne l son
and Taylor (J ohn) may have helped change tapes . (882-883)
The charts in the court the day before were prepared
by Secret Service employee s and Wong has l ooked at them
briefly.
(884)

I

Without knowing which telephone >I:l€l\used, I'long wou ld
not know if a conversation from a telephone on the
second floor residence portion of the White House was
record ed . (885)
Wong is aware that a normal procedure for law enforcement
p eop l e l imiting the possibility of erasures etc . is to use
a copy of the tape to work from. (885)
Wong is shown a 7 inch reel tape (blank) and asked
about the markings on it.
There is no indication that
it is a l ong playing tape .
(886) The tape is marked
exhibit 44 , but when Wong produces a 5 in ch tape like
the ones used in the recording system , it is substituted
for Exhibit 44.
(887)
Wong says it is conceivable that stretbhing of the
tape could happen from playing it back and forth . He
does not know for a fact that this distorts the words on
th e tape.
He also will not say that ~ ~ is easy for the
tape to break. He does not know about splicing , nor does
h e know about straightening out a tangled tape and the
quality of that tape when played. (888-889)
QUESTIONS BY POWERS (redirct)
Wong is not certain what type of microphones were
us ed for audio pick- up in the system installed in the
White House or the EOB. The total system costs between
$2500 and $3000 .
(890)

J
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Afternoon session of tapes hearing before Sirica
(Ben-Veniste made a statement concerning the substantial
testimonial inconsistencies which remain about when the
recording equipment became operationa l, the quality of recording
ability, access to and the chain o~ custody of the tapes, and
the deduction made from Woods' testimony that on April 16 the
tape must have been switched in mid-day.) (901-903)
H. R. Haldeman
Direct examination (by Ben-Veniste)
Haldeman was Assistant to the P =esident from January 30,
1969 through April 30, 1973. (905 )
The President initially discussed with Haldeman the matter
of installing recording equipment so as to have an accurate
and complete record of the Presi de~t 's conversations. This
was for historical purposes and f ~= reference, as the President
met with people without having st 2~f members present. Haldeman
does not recall whether the decis~ ~n to install recorders was
the result of one or several conv:=sa tions with Nixon, but since
the system was not all set up at c~ ce , there had to have been
sever a l conversations. (905-907)
Haldeman r ecalls that initiall~ the Oval Office, Oval Office
phone and Cabinet Room \.;ere set l:;' together and the EOB office
added some months late r.
It does ~ot surpris e him, however,
that the Secret Serv ice records i~~icate that no phone was
bugged until 2 months after the 0-::1 Office had been bugged
and that the Cabinet Room was bus ~ed a month after the phones.
(907-909)
Haldeman does not knO\v .,hen tr: =: f irst insta llation was made ,
but generally recalls that the i r-~~ruc tions to set it up
occurred very shortly after his = ~ =st conver sat ion with the
President. Haldeman is unsure w i:,o~~ er he gave the instruction s
dir ectly to Butterfield, by memo ~ = through Higby . He generall y
rec alls talking to Butterfield , ~ = 2~a bly prior to the installa t ion,
and. describing what sort of reco= -=-:'ng capability was des ired.
(909-911)
Haldeman does not recall exac ~_v how the Secret Service
entered i nto the operation, but s~:::::e he knew that the Secret
Service had responsibility for d e ~ ec tion and fami lia rity with
such devices, the obvious first s~ eu would have been to pursue
the matter with th em . Haldeman w~s- at some poin t told, probably
by Butterfield, that the Secret E=~v ice had installed the equipme nt.
Butterfield described in general ~2e capability of the equipme nt
and said that it was functional.
~3 1deman knew ther e was a
recorder and smal l microphones b~~ di d not know the kind or
models. (911-913)
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There was at least an implicit understa ding between Haldeman
and Butterfield that Butterfield would lia son with the Secret
Service and thus have responsibility for
intenance and efficiency.
It was also understood that Butterfield wc ~ ld occassionally
make a listenin g spot-check, but Haldeman =oes not think the
question of the Secret Service making spo::'-checks came up.
There was an understanding that only the P=es ident and Haldeman,
possibly at the President's direction, wocld have access to the
tapes. (913-914)

=

Prior to April 25 (a date Haldeman acce?ts although he
recalls it only as late April), Haldeman ~ad no direct or indirect
knowledge of any removal of tapes, other ~.an possibly Butterfield's
spot-checks. (915-916)
Haldeman is unsure of the size of the tane reels which he
saw on April 25: he indicates they were c~~~er in size to
Exhibit 44 (a 5" reel) although that seems too small, and
Exhibit 45 (a 7" reel) seems considerably :arger than what he
recalls. Haldeman was unsure of the size ~uri ng his Senate
testimony and had indicated about 7 inche~ with his hand as an
estimate, to which Montoya had saidJ and Ha:cieman had accepte~
that 7 1/2 inches was the standard reel. ( ?17 -920)
At the EOB office or possibly the Oval ) =fice , on either the
same day as Haldeman received the tapes (;'·.:;::=il 25) or the day
before, the President asked Haldeman to l~~ten to the March 21
Dean meeting. Haldeman is virtually cert a ~~ no one else was
present when the President told him this.
3aldeman only has
a general recollection: that the Presiden::' ~anted a review of
the specific points discussed in the Marc~ 21 meeting , but since
Haldeman recalls that he was given more t:.~ ~ one tape, he has
the feeling that there may have been a di= ; ~tion by the President
to listen to other March tapes . (920-925)
Other than Secret Service personnel , Ha :deman thinks only
Higby, Butterfield and Bull were aware (ar~ ~nd April 25) of tt e
tape system. He has heard Bull testify t:'at Bul l's secretary
was also alVare of it, but Haldeman did no;: :"now this. (923)
Haldeman probably asked Bull , but possi~ly asked Higby, in
effect to get him the tape for the Preside = ~'s March 21 meeting
~lith Dean.
He generally recalls Bull bri:::;;ing him tapes and \'.
record er in a standard government briefcas~ or possibly two
briefcases. Haldeman recalls Bull openi~ ~ ~he briefcase and
taking out one tape to explain how the ta; ~ boxes were identi f i ed ,
since Bull indicated that not only the Ova : Office tape
for March 21 was being provided but also t..::.e EOB and phone tape s
for that date. Haldeman does not recall t~a t he specifically
told Bull that he (as opposed to the Pres~~ e nt ) was going to
listen to the material. (926-930)

J
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Haldeman is unsure how many reels he received other than "a
number of them," since neither he nor Bull counted them and
Haldeman did not go through them. Haldeman does not recall
any surprise at the number of tapes he received and he knows
from other testimony that there were more tapes than those
which would be required for a single date: this now leads him
to believe that he must have asked for more tapes than simply
Harch 21. (930-933)
Haldeman does not know if
his request for the March 21
time of his request that the
Office and he thinks he also
tapes. (933)

he specified the Oval Office in
Dean meeting. He knew at the
meeting had occurred in the Oval
knew that there were different

Haldeman listened to the March 21 tape in a small office
next to his White House office, and had difficulty hearing it
because he listened through the built-in speaker with the volume
low. He made notes as he listened to the tape, and then went
to the President's EOB office to review his notes. Haldeman did
not take the tape with him to the President, but does not recall
whether he left the tapes in his office or returned them to Bull.
Haldeman does not know how long his meeting with Nixon lasted
or whether matters other than the March 21 meeting were discussed,
and he do"es not recall that Nixon requested him to listen to any
other tapes although such is possible. Haldeman reviewed his
summary with Nixon and further questions were raised, and at
either Haldeman's or Nixon's suggestion, it was decided that
Haldeman would li sten to the tape again. (9 33-937)
Haldeman does not recall, but thinks the t apes were returned
to Bull the same day. The Secret Service logs (indicating
removal by Bull at 1:45 p.m. and returning at 5:28 p.m:;) are
not disputed by Haldeman. (936-937)
At some point subsequent to his meeting with Nixon, Haldeman
requested Bull or possibly Higby to have the tape returned to
him along with a recorder wh i ch had a head set attached.
Haldeman had by this point isolated the March 21 tape, which was
part of a single reel and identified as March 21, 00. He
recalls again receiving the same group of tapes, probably from
Bull, and is thus not clear \vhether he had asked for the one
specific tape or the same group of tapes. Haldeman does not
recall questioning in his mind why Bull had given him all the
tapes which he did not need, or looking at the material when
Bull brought it to him, or having a conversation vlith Bull.
Haldeman recalls "revie\dng the March 21 tape again but is not
sure Vlha t day he did so, and he also recalls reporting back to
the President but again is unsure when this happened.
He has
a general feeling that the day he discussed the tape with Nixon
was not the same day he listened to it. (937-9 4 0)
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Haldeman received several (twenty-two) tapes from Bul l
when he requested to listen to March~ conversation for a
second time.
Haldeman states that he only listened to the
one conversation. However, Haldeman alternately refers to
listen ing to it, and list ening t o them. (9 41 )
Haldeman is fairly certain that on the second occasion
that he asked Bull for the tape (of March 21 conversation) that
Haldeman listened to it and returned them on the same day ,
but he does not know the exact date . He is unclear about the
s pec ific s of the return.
Haldeman e i ther returned it (them)
hims e lf to Bul l, or had Hi gby return tape(s) to Bull, or asked
Bull to pick i t up in his office . (942)
Haldeman does not r e call any rea son that he would keep the
tapes for s everal days , and did not do so . Haldeman did not
i nstruct Bull to do anything to the ta pes or allow anything to
be done other than returned to the storage area during April 26May 2, 1973. (943-945)
Re Exhibit 46, the l og of April 26, 1973, kept by Haldeman ' s
secretary, Haldeman was in a meet ing in the President's Oval
Office in the morning (947) from nine o'clock until t en-thirty .
Haldeman agrees that he ,.,ould not have reported to Nixon about
th e second hearing of the t ape because i t was too early . Then
Haldeman met with Wil son , Strickler , and Ehrlichman from ten-t hirty
until twelve-forty-five , went to his private office for a few
moments, and returned to meeting from one o'clock until twot wen ty-five . Noth ing occurred dur ing that morning that would
hav e spurred Ha l deman to ask Bull for the tapes again, although
Secret Service records indicate that the tapes ,.,ere checked out
at eleven o ' clock.
Haldeman b el ieves he listened to the tape
from 2 : 30 to 3 : 45 that day, because the log shows him in his
private office . The pr ivat e office was only us ed for listen ing
to ta pes . (945-949)

rce/s

Haldeman never had at any time any tape reeels , inc luding
Presidentia l tapes, in his safe at home. (950)
Bet,veen June 1-15, 1973, the President told galdeman that
Nixon had listened to a number of the tape recordings . Nixon
had listened to these a while before he reported this to Haldeman ,
but not long prior . This was the first time after Apr il 1973
that Haldeman had a conversation about anyone listening t o
Presidential tape recordings. (950-951)
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Re Exhibit 7, Haldeman can think of no reason why he
would not have received any of the other tapes li sted as checked
out on April 25 along .lith t he one March 21, 1973 Oval Office
conversation. Also, Haldeman c a nnot confirm that he did receive
them. (963)
Re remarked Exhibit 46, Haldeman reviewed his actions on
April 25, 1973. He arrived at work a t 7:55 a.m., saw Higby for
a few minutes, at 8:40 met with Ehrlichman in his office, and
at 9:00 Strickler and Wilson joined them. (964-965)
Re Bench Conference: Wilson f ee ls that Ben-Veniste is
implying that Wilson and Strickler listened to tape s.
Ben-Veniste
explains that he ,,,ants to show that Ehrlichman must have been
aware of the existence of presidential tapes , which has heretofore
not been disclosed.
Ben-veniste bases this on Secret Service
logs showing tapes being checked out near close of the meeting
of Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman, and therefore wants to show
Haldeman the President's logs to verify times. Sirica agrees
to this, but wants him to question Haldeman directly about
Ehrlichman's knowledge. (966-971)
Re Exhibit 47, Haldeman and Ehrlichman met with the
President from 11:06 to 1:55 p.m . on April 25, 1973. Haldeman
has no recollection of anyone in that room placing a call to
Bull to re ques t th a t certain tap es be removed from the sto rage
room. (971)
At some po int in this time period (l ate April 1973),
Nixon mentioned fac t of the tape r ecord ings in Ehrlichman's
presence.
Haldeman believes that this was th e first time
Ehrlichman knew of such r ecordings . Thi s could have been
prior to (April 25), on this date , or subsequent to it, but
Haldeman does believe Ehrlichman became aware of tapes before
he left the White House staff. (972)
Haldeman does not recall any conversation to which he was
a party at ,"hich Ehrlichman was present before Haldeman's
resign at ion from the White House staff in which it was indicated
that Haldeman h ad listened to any tape recordin gs made at the
White House. (97 3 )
Haldeman never played any of the reel tapes for Wilson
or Strickler. He did turn over to them one cassette tape
recording of a phone conversation that Haldeman had made
himself and that had nothing to do with presidential tapes . (973)

.
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Mississippi on Friday, April 27, and to Camp David on Sunday ,
April 29. Haldeman has no recollection of carrying these tapes
with him on either of those trips. (974)
Prior to June 15, 1973, during Haldeman-Nixon conversation
about Nixon having listened to tapes, Haldeman does not beli e ve
Nixon indicated to him when Nixon had listened to those tapes
for the first time. (975)
Haldeman has no specific recollection that during his report
to the President about Harch 21 conversation, Haldeman reported
to Nixon as to the technical quality of the tape. In the first
report he explained briefly to Nixon the difficulty Haldeman
had in getting accurate notes on it because of having to keep
the volume low, and may have described the quality and tone,
but does not specifically recall. (975)
The general quality of the tapes is fair, and is adequate
for getting a report of a conversation with bangs on the desk
occasionally interrupting. (976)
During Nixon-Haldeman conversation about Nixon's listening
to tapes, Nixon did not at that time mention to Haldeman whether
anyone else had had the opportunity or would have the opportunity
of listening to tapes. (976)
After the June Nixon-Haldeman conversation, the next time
Haldeman had a conversation with anyone about someone listening
to the tapes was around July 10 when Haldeman told Bul l that he
wanted to listen to September 15 tape. Bull told Hald~"an that
Buzhardt had listened to one of the tapes when Ha ldeman said
th at only he and Nixon had listened to them . Haldeman ~nm'ls of
no one else listening to any tapes . (976-977)
Haldeman does not recall the conversation that prompted
him to listen to the September 15 t ape . He could have ~alked
with Nixon, Buzhardt, or Haig, or more than one of thes e , and
does not knoVi if the idea was initiat ed by him OJ: by a r.other
party. Haldeman beli eve s that it was decided during a p:-:one
conversation. (977-978)
Haldeman felt that it Vias important for someone to lis ten
to the September 15 tape on the basis that his and Nixo~'s
recollection of what had been discussed a t that meeting ~iffe red
from what was publicly reported about this discussion.
?e does
not recall any discussion as to other possibilities of ',;:' 0 might
listen to that tape. Haldeman does not recall weighing ~he
f actors of whether it should be one of the parties ; of Se?t~~ber 15
meeting or someone who should li~ten to the tapes who cc ~l d
report to Nixon. In any event, the conclusion was that ?aldeman
would listen to that tape. (980-981)

'.
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Haldeman asked Bull to make the September 15 meeting tape
available to him after decision to have him re view it, but
cannot recall if that phone conversation was in Washington
or from California. Haldeman told Bull to make sure that Nixon
approved of Haldeman doing this. (981-983)
Haldeman believes Bull told him that Haig also was aware
o f existence of tapes at some time in July, that Bull said
that Buzhardt had listened to a tape. (982)
When Bull delivered the September 15 tape to Haldeman,
Bull indicated that he had checked with the President. Bull
delivered several tapes and equipment to Higby's residence on
the evening of July 10. Haldeman received Parts I and II of
September 15, 1972 Oval Office tapes, and Whit e House telephone
tapes from September 6, 1972 - October 3, 1972. Haldeman
listened to the tape at his home that evening, and cannot recall
if it was on Part I or II. Higby was not presen t when Haldeman
listened to tapes, but knew that Bull deliverec tapes to
Haldeman. Haldeman made notes as he listened to the tape.
After listening, Haldeman left material in a briefcase in his
stu dy at home that night. (984-987)
The following morning (after listening to September 15 tape),
Haldeman 'left tapes at his home and came into town.
Haldeman
does not recall r eporting to Nixon that day, J1.:1y 11. He
probably saw Bull because he received from Bull 3 or 4 other
tapes for 3 or 4 other dates, but Haldeman might have told
Higby to get these tapes from Bull. Haldeman is not sure why
he requested additional tapes, and doe s not r er:,ember what tapes
he requested, except that in the discussion the question of
other meetings arose, and Haldeman wanted to r ev iew this on
July 11. Haldeman does not rec a ll asking Bull to recheck with
Nixon. He assumed it
under same affirmation . (987-989)

.,as

Sirica told Haldeman to look over tonight S e cret Service
records of tapes removed by Bull on July 11, 1 ~73 , to see if
this refreshes his recollection as to what tapes he received .
Bench conference - Sched uling for tomorrow (11/9/73)
includes Haldeman first, to continue questioni~ g for a short
period, Buzhardt, Higby, and Petersen . (991-99 2)

I
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President and John Dean. They may have had a discussion at the time because Higby got the tape and
would have been curious. Higby does not rec a ll that
they discussed the security precautions for t he tape
or if they discussed returning the tape or n.a chi ne to
Bull on that day. Another batch of tapes were involved
the following day and Higby doesn't recall whether Bull
was asked to come over that day or the next to get the
tape or tapes.
(1041-1042)
The briefcase that was delivered to Higby's house
on July 10 was in his office either on July 11 or 12.
(1042)
On July 11 there was a second delivery.
Haldeman
either called Higby and Higby called Bull or Haldeman
called Bull directly and Higby learned l ater on July 11
that ther e had been an additional request for tapes. Higby
did not see the tapes delivered to Haldeman.
He only saw
the one delivery of the briefcase to his home.
Higby
knevl that on July 11 a group of tapes were requested, and
assumes they were delivered .
(1042-1043)
To the best of Higby's recollection, on July 11,
Bull delivered the tapes to Haldeman in Room 128 of EOS.
Higby thinks he told Bull that Haldeman was there.
Higby
did not see the delivery , did not take Haldeman home that
evening, can 't recall having any discussion with Haldeman
that afternoon, althoug h he probably did.
Haldeman didn't
come down for lunch, but came down later and they talked for
five or ten minutes. Haldeman then proceeded to take care of som(
other business. Higby's impress ion was that Haldeman did not
listen to the tapes in the EOB on that date, but he doesn't
know. He didn't drive him home that evening becaus e Haldeman
was scheduled for dinne r that evening with the Ehrlichmans.
(1044-1045)

On the morning of July 12 when Higby and Haldeman
went to breakfast, Higby asked if Haldeman had been up l ate
listening to tapes and Haldeman indicated he \,lasn' t, that
he felt he shouldn't apparently because h e wasn't a party
in the meetings involved. Higby doesn ' t recall that Haldeman
had a briefcase. A briefcase could have been in Higby's
office. Bull picked up a briefcase from Higby's EOB office ,
but Higby is not sure if i t was the morning of July 11 or 12.
(10 46)

J
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Other than those tillles in April and July, Higby
has never requested tapes for himself, Haldeman or
anyone else, has never listened to any White House tapes,
and has never delivered any Presidentia l tapes in or outside the White House.
He is not aware of anybody removing
White House tapes from the White House except what he read
in the press and the occasion of Haldeman listening at home.
(1046-1047)

Direct examination of Susan Davis Yowell by Parker.
Yowell lives in Annandale, Virginia and is employed
by the National Archives and Records Service. Her supervisor is John R. Nesb itt.
She is a research assistant
assigned with editing and .maintaining control over procedures for compiling the President's daily diary.
She
recogniz es Exhibits 48 , 49, 50 and 51 as ribbon copies
of the daily diary fo r April 17, 18, 19, and 20, 1973,
which is compiled in her office. Exhibits 48-51 were
offered in evidence.
Voir Dire examination by Ben-Veniste
Mrs. Yowell said that the appendices attached to
some of the exhibits are not source ma terial for those
days.
It is the compilation of material and includes
all of the entr i8 s from the source material for that day.
There is source materia l from which she prepared the exhibits.
(1048-1050)

Direct exam ination of J. Fred Buzhardt by Powers
Buzhardt has been an attorney and member of the Bar
of South Carolina since 1952. He has been employed at the
White HOuse as Special Counsel to the President for six
months.
Since August 1970 he has been and still is
general counsel of the Department of Defense.
Prior to
that he was employed in an .administrative capacity in the

,
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in the Defense Department for 19 months. He graduati:-d
from the u.s. Military Academy and served in the Air
Force. While in the Air Force he serve d as a comrnun:.cations officer and electronic and radar repair off i~er
for four years.
(1051- 1053)
This morning (November 9) Buzhardt checked a
copy of the Exhibit 5 tape and the one labeled "EOB
office on 4-16-73" for the seouence of conversations
against the President's dail y "logs for April 16 and :7,
1973. The tape dated 4-1 6-73 had tlvO additional d a':.:2 on
the label, one of which Wu~ ~- 19-73. There was also ~n e
three digit number, apparently ii meter reading, by t:.: second
date. There was also a third date with a four digi':. ~umber
in parenthesis. Then there "as "removed" and a fra c-:ion
which Buzhardt believe s was three-fourths.
(1055)
Powers gave Buzhardt a transparency of the Pr:sident's daily diary for April 16, 1973, Plaintiff's L,~ibit
21, and asked him to explain the sequence of the t ap:3 .
The second page ShO~lS the President's acti\rities for ::he day
from 11:48 a.m. through 3:25 p .m. The President em:.: red
the EOB office on April 16 for the first time at l: ~ :
p.m. and left at 6:01 p.m. with Secretary Rogers for ~est
Executive Avenue . The Presicent met with Dean from . :07
to 4:35. At 4:42 he called Culie.
(1055-1058)
The
Exhibit 5 tape did not comrne:-.ce with "Good afternoon, Mr.
President" by Secretary Roge:::-s. On Page two (of Ex:_ ~~ it
21) follo~ling a conversat ion between Nixon, Haldema:-. 3.nd
Ehrlichman, Nixon and Petersen began a conversation ~~
1:39. Following that was a conversation with Ziegl",.::-.
Buzhardt ran through the tape and identified those ,:ices
rapidly. The re follolVed a s e quence of conversations.
paralleling those on page t wo of the President 's di~::-y,
with William Rogers and subs equently Ziegler.
(105 G-I059)
There was no indication as Buzhardt checked ':.:.at
tape that the record (perha ~s recorder) switched at ,:00
or 5:00 p.m . to another recc:::-der. The conversation :lolVed
through the entire sequence. The conversation lVith
Ehrlichman participated in l=.ter by Ziegler could b: ;"leard .
After Nixon's conversation w~t h Julie, Rogers' voice and
then Ziegler's were easily ~~entifiable .
(1059-10 6:
At 6:01 Nixon and Rogers Ie:':. and went to the Navy ~~rd
and boarded the Yacht Sequoi a . (1060)

·.
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Buzhardt checked the box containing the 4-16-73
EOB office tape. At the beginning is the banging of
drawers, the President's voice, and drinking of coffee.
Following that there are the voices of Nixon and Bull
and then Nixon and Rogers.
Then Haldeman and Ehrlichman
joined the conversation.
(1061)
The daily diary for April 16, 1973 shows that
Nixon entered the E03 office at 5:09p.m.
He met with
Bull from 5:15 to 5:16 and with Rogers ~ at 5:20 and they
were joined by Haldeman and Ehrlichman at 5:15 (conflicting). Rogers left at 6:19 and Haldeman and Ehrlichman
remained with Nixon until 7:14.
(1061)
Exhibit 5 contains a conversation between Nixon
and Dean which follows in the sequence of conversations
indicated on the log for April 16 in the EOB office.
There is no evidence that the recorder was switched
off at 4:00 or 5:00 p .m. to another tape. The tape
marked Exhibit 5 follows precisely the log of Nixon's
convers ations in the EOB on April 16.
(1062)
The other tape, marked 4-16-73 begins with the
5:15 meeting between Nixon and Bull and follows the
sequence precisely to the telephone call with Ziegler.
The last telephone call is not identified clearly as
to who it is.
Buzhardt is familiar with the timer used at the
time the system was in operation in the EOB, but does
not know vlhen it was set to Sv,i tch from one recorder
to another. The tapes Buzhardt checked indicated it
alternated between Monday and Tuesday . He previously
examined the convers at ions o n the Exhibi t 6 tape vlhich
contained a sequence of conversations identical to those
shown on the daily log for Saturday, Apr il 14, through
the first conversation in Apr il 15 between Nixon and
Kleindien s t in the EOB office.
(The tape runs out durin g
the convers~tion.) (1063)
Around June 25, 1973 Buzhardt first learned of
the existence of a tape recording system in the White
House for telephone conversations. Shortly thereafter
from a discussion he had with Higby he had an indication
that there were other tape recordings.
(1064)
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Aronnd June 25 Buzhardt listened to one other
tape of a telephone conversation. He listened to it on
earphones in his office in the presence of Sims and
Zumwal t who had taken it there on a tape recorder "li th a
suitcase. He then closed the bix, and Sims and Zumwalt
took it and left. He only listened to one conversation
that took place on the evening of March 20, 1973 between Nixon and Dean. He has looked at the daily log
and it is so logged. He listened to that particular
conversation because Nixon requested that he do so.
(1064-1066)
Besidesthe March 20 Nixon-Dean conversation
Buzhardt checked the sequence of conversations on the
tapes which are Exhibits 5 and 6, and the one marked
EOB office on 4-16-73. He listened to no other tapes.

Cross examination by Ben-Veniste
In addition to Exhibits 5 and 6, the tape marked
EOB office on 4-16-73, and the March 20 Nixon-Dean
convers ation on October 31, the day the evidentiary hearing
began Buzhardt listened to a brief sequence of phone calls
and checked it with the telephone log.
He discussed it
with Ben-Veniste afterwards.
Buzhardt received that tape
from John Bennett. Buzhardt told Haig he needed to check
the sequence on three reels of tape and subsequently
ei ther Bennett told him he ,,,ould secure them , had
secured them or Buzhardt went with Bennett to secure
th em from a locked room.
Bennett took them back to his
own office with a recorder.
Bull was present to help
with the recorder and located the point on the tapes where
the conversation began. Buzhardt then listened to the
sequence.
(1067-1070)

(Recess )

----------
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Questions by Ben-Veniste (cross - resumed)
Buzhardt did not listen to entire reel of phone
conversation s which covered period of June 20th while
looking for the june 20th Nixon/Mitchell conversation.
Buzha rdt did not liste n to June 20th tape a ll the way
through. In General Bennett's office, Bull located a
point on the tape which Bull thought was one of the
voices of people on the telephone log .
Buzhardt moved tape
backwards and forwards so that Buzhardt heard a s equ ence
of conversations and a series of voices.
The log showed
a series of calls and other durations and showed th e c al l
to Mitchell. Buzhardt started li s t ening to a series of
calls which ma tche d the sequenc e and approx imate times of
durations of calls noted in the telephone log. Buzha rdt
believes the call in that sequence ~Ihich p rocee ded the
call on the log to Mitchell was a c al l to Buchanan. On
the tape, the call that followed th e Buchanan call was
a call placed by Nixon to Haldeman which is the next
call (after the Mitchell call) in the log . Buzhardt
listened to just the beginning of the Nixon/Haldeman
conversation.
(1071-1075)
Buzhardt did not use the t e l ephone log wh ich is
Exhibit 13 but was using the original tel ephone log
written by hand by the operator.
(1 075)
Buzhardt
believes he t a lked to Woods t wice before she came to court.
Woods described to Buzhardt \.,hat she heard on the hlo
tapes. (1075)
Buzhardt did not hear Woods ' testiony and has not
read the transcript.
(1075-1076)
Buzhardt would not c h aracterize Woods-as correct
or incorrect when she said she listened to a tape of a
conversation of Apri l 16th on \"hich the first thing she
heard was a conversation between Nixon and Rogers . On
the very beginning of the tape that came from a box
that says EOB office 4/16 /73 , there is a brief conversation between Bul l and Nixon which proceeds the conversation s between Nixon and Rogers,
But , Rogers and Nixon
talk very near the beginning of the tape and you would
almo st have to le ad the tape through by hand to hear the
first part.
(1075-1077)
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Buzhardt docs not know that the conversation with
Rogers that Noods said occurred on the 16th of April
occurred on the 17th.. Buzhardt would conclude that the
tape that came fro~ the box marked 4/16/73 certainly was
the tape of conversations in EOB on April 17. Buzhardt
knows the Rogers call begins and follows on a sequence
of voices Buzhardt heard and recognized, which precisely
parallels the sequ8nce of conversations shown in Nixon's
telephone log as having occurred on April 17th while
Nixon was in EOB.
.(1077)
With respect to Exhibit 5, Buzhardt -did not listen
to the very first of the tape. Buzhardt did not mean to
suggest the conversation which he believes to be between
Nixon, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman was the first on this
tape . Buzhardt meant this conversation was the one on the
tape immediately preceding the point where Nixon's and
Petersen's voices are heard.
(1077-1078)
On .approximately June 25, 1973, Buzhardt deduced
the White House had some telephone taping capacity and
at least some calls at the White House were recorded
when Buzhardt was asked by General Haig to listen to a
taped telephone conversation.
(1078-1079)
Before Higby went before the Senate Select Committee,
Higby was in Buzhardt's office to ask Buzhardt what
areas if any were not covered by Nixon's release from
executive privilege. Higby indicated Higby had a knowledge of the recording system in the White House which was
very closely held. Higby asked whether Nixon would claim
executive privilege on disclosing knowledge of the tape
system or not.
Buzhardt said Higby would have to come
back and Buzhardt would find out. Higby came back before
Buzhardt instructed Higby that that would not be covered
by executive privilege and that if Higby were asked the
specific question, to answer it.
(1079-1080)
Buzhardt never consulted anyone on the issue of
executive privilege with respect to the tape system.
(1080)
Buzhardt thought Higby assumed Buzhardt knew about the tape
system.
(1079)

1
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Buzhardt does not have a very specific recollection of his conversation with Haig of June 25, 197 3.
Buzhardt had previously had a conversation with Nixon
to which the conversation with Haig was in reference.
Haig told Buzhardt that Nixon wanted Buzhardt to liste n
to a tape recording which would answer a specific question which Buzhardt had asked Nixon and then Buzhardt was to
report the answer to Buzhardt's question.
Haig said somebody from the Secret Service would bring Buzhard t th e
tape. Buzhardt does not recall whether Haig was aware
of the precise phone conversation on the tape or not.
(1080-1081)
Buzhardt's question to Nixon which was to be
answered by Buzhardt's listening to the tape was about
the conversation between Nixon and Dean of Narch 20th.
Buzhardt knew Nixon had that conversation from Nixon's
logs which Buzhardt viewed in the process of preparing
information on Nixon's meeting and calls with Dean and
others for the office of Special Prosecutor and Senate
Select Commi ttee. (1081-1082)
After hearing the tape,
Buzhardt called Haig back, called Nixon , and reported to
Haig again.
(1081)
Buzhardt probably had several conversations about
supplying a tape recording of the Nixon/Dean convers ation
of April 15th. Buzhardt may have talked to Cox about it,
may have t alke d to Petersen, and surely talked to Nixon.
)1083)
Exhibit 52 is marked for identificat ion and received
in evidence.
(!l..083-l084)
Bu zha rdt identifies Exhibit 52 as being a copy 0f
a leteer Cox sent to BU 2ha rd t on or about June 11, 1 97 3
reques tin g access to the tape of the Nixon/Dean conversation of April 15th. Subzequent to receiving th a t le tter ,
Buzhardt believes that he consulted with Ni xon on this
letter and consulted Cox and Pe ters en .
(1084-1 085 )
Exhibit 53 is marked for identification and rec eived
in evidence.
(1085-1086)
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Buzhnrdt identifies Exhibit 53 as being a copy
of a letter from Buzhardt to Cox dated June 16th written
in response to Cox' l etter of June 11th. In this letter,
Buzhardt said conversations Nixon may have had with
Kleindienst or Petersen fell both within executive and
attorney-client privilege . However , Nixon waived privilege with resp e ct to conversations about Watergate with
Petersen, permits Cox to have copy of April 15th memo
from Petersen to Nixon, and does not object to Kleindienst
giving his account of April 15th mee ting or other Watergate-related matters. Buzhardt said it would not be
appropriate to produce the tape of Nixon/Dean conversation
of April 15th.
(10 86-10 87 )
Buzhardt is asked whether when Buzhardt spoke to
Nixon about Cox' request, Nixon indicated to Buzhardt
in words or substance that there was no tape of the
April 15th Dean/Nixon conversation. At this point,
Powers asked to approach the bench.
Subsequent bench
proceedings are ordered sealed by the court. The court's
ruling is deferred on the question to Buzhardt.
(10 88 -1089)
Buzhardt's letter to Cox of June 16th indicates
the state of Buzhardt's knowledge of that time, so Buzhardt
does not know how to answer the question as to whether h e
had personal knowledge, as of June 16th, of the recording
made by Nixon of the Nixon/Dean conversation of April 15th.
Buzhardt has never seen such a recording. (1089-1090)
Buzhardt is asked if Buzhardt ever asked to see such
a recording. Powers inter rupts with unclear allusion as
to some thing which must have transp ired at sealed b enc h
conference. Judge says this will h ave to be decided
Monday. Court is adjourned.
(10 90 )
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Morning Session
Haldeman Questioned by Ben-Veniste
TAPES REMOVED ON JULY 11
Re Exhibit 7, the exhibit does not refresh Haldeman's
memory as to the specific tapes Haldeman requested and were
received from Bull. Haldeman cannot say if any of the tapes
on this list were or were not r equested.
(996-997)
MOVE FROM R STREET
Haldeman family moved from R. Street on June
Furniture was moved at end of September. The house
rent e d during period from June 15 to September, but
renters were in Europe on the evening of the 10th.
had access to house on 10th.
(997-998)

15.
was
the
Haldeman

EVENING OF 10TH OF JULY
On evening o f 10th afte r Haldeman finished reviewing
the three tapes or one of the three tapes, \~hich included
the September 15 meeting, Haldeman put the tapes in a closet
in Haldeman's study.
(997)
HALDEMAN MEETS WITH BULL ON JULY 11
On 11th Haldeman saw null at the EOB after finishing
the evening before reviewing the tape of Septembe~ 15 to
Halde man's satisfaction. Haldeman did not bring the three
tapes to Bull on the 11th because the tapes ~lere in the
same c ase as the mach ine and Haldema n l eft the machine
h ome in anticipation of takin g other tapes to listen to
the followin g evening. Haldeman's intention ~TaS to return
all the tapes at the same time to Bull. Haldeman is not
able to remember if he had a conversation with Bull on
the 11th. Ha ldeman assumes he did have a conversation
in that he got additional tap es . Haldeman is unsure whe 't her
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the udditional tap es were requested that day or if they had
been requested earlier.
It is conceivab le that Ha ldeman
requested the additional tapes during the first request
of tapes Haldeman made of Bull.
If that is conceivable
Haldeman is unable to explain why the second batch would
not have been delivered along with the first three tapes.
Re Exhibit 7 (indicating at 2:45 p.m. on July II,
Bull received six tapes), Haldeman has no recollection if
this was when Haldeman received the tapes.
Haldeman has
no reason to dispute this time.
Haldeman received the
tapes in EOB in guest office and took ~apes home that
evening.
(998-999)
HALDEMAN TAKES TAPES HOME ON JULY 11
Haldeman did not listen to tapes at home on evening
of July 11. No one else was in home that evening, but it
was possible that Higby was there.
Higby may have dropped
Haldeman off and m~y have come in. Haldeman cannot confirm \vhether Higby gave Haldeman a ride home. Higby
had given Haldeman a ride home other evenings. Haldeman
does not recall a conversation with anyone else on eveni ng
of 11th except possibly a call to Haldeman's wife.
Haldeman
carried the tapes home in a large envelope. Haldeman di d
not put any of the tapes which Bull gave Haldeman that
morning on the machine .
NOT LIS TEN I NG TO TAPES ON 11TH
The reason Haldeman did not lis ten to the t ape s on
the 11th i s that they covered meetings that Haldeman had
not attended. No one gave Ha l deman instructions not to
listen to such tapes. The decision not to listen waS
made by Haldeman in the evening when Haldeman returned
home. The White House log shows Haldeman's p res ence at
March 13 meeting . Haldeman doesn't know that Haldeman
knew on the 11th that Haldeman had been a t the March 13
meeting. The meeting with Dean was a several hour meeting
which Haldeman was present for only 10 minu tes.
Re Hhite
Hous e logs , Haldeman was present during the March 21 and
March 22 meetings. Haldeman did not have any recollection
of the dates or the meetings that he had. Haldeman's
recollection was that they (March 21 and 22) were meetings
that Haldeman had not attended. Haldeman does not remember
which dates of tapes Haldeman selected or why.
(1001-1005)
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On the evening of the 11th, Haldeman does not
know if H::l ldeman did anything with the tapes.
Either
that evening or next morning, Haldeman removed the
tapes which were in the envelope to the briefcase in
which the other original tapes were and in which the
machine was and put them all into one container and
brought it back to EOB on the following morning.
(1005)
HALDEMAN RETURNS TAPES AFTER 11th
Haldeman has no specific recollection of the delivery
of the tapes. Haldeman brought tapes to White House and
either delivered them to Bull or may have left them with
Higby to deliver to Bull. Haldeman is uncertain if they
were returned on July 12. Haldeman does not know if Bull
returned the tapes to Secret Service on July 12.
(1005-1006)
HALDEMAN REPORT ON TAPES
Haldeman made notes on September 15 tape.
Haldeman
later, probably by tel ephone, gave a general characterization without going into detail of the contents of that
meeting to either Nixon, a sta f f member, or both.
If it
was a staff member, it vlould h ave been Haig or Buzhardt.
The reason Haldeman listened to the tape was to get a
general summary of the mee ting. Haldeman later turned his
notes over to Nixon.
(1006)
HALDEI1AN LISTENI NG TO OTHER TAPES
tapes.

After July, Haldeman did not listen to any other
(1006-1007)
POSSIBLE DISCUSSION WITH NI XON

Haldeman believes that Haldeman probably did have
a discussion with Nixon about the notes on t h e Sep t ember 15
meeting. Haldeman cannot give a specific time or place
but Haldeman thinks Haldeman confirmed his notes to Nixon
in a telephone conversation. Haldeman had kept the note s
until the latter part of July.
Haldeman had not had an
opportunity to turn the notes over to Nixon and Nixon had
not asked for the not e s when Haldeman was in D. C. during midJuly, so Haldeman turned the notes over to Nixon when Haldeman
returned in latter part of July.
(1007-1008)
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CONVERSATION NI'l'H BULL
Haldeman does not remember having any conversation
with Bull about substance of the tapes which Haldeman
had listened to. As of July 12 Haldeman knew that
Haldeman would be testifying before the Senate Select.
Haldeman recalls no conversation with Bull in which Bull
said that Nixon wishes Haldeman to rely solely on Haldeman's
notes and not to rely on anything Haldeman might hear in
any conversation on tape in Haldeman's Senate Select
testimony. These instructions were given to Haldeman
pursuant to a request Haldeman made through counsel for
guidance as how to deal with this question in connection
with Haldeman's Senate Select appearance. Haldeman cannot
affirmatively say that there was no such conversation
with Bull.
(1008-1009)
OTHERS LISTENING TO TAPES
Haldeman has no direct knowledge of anyone listening
to tapes other than Nixon, Noods, Buzhardt, Bull and Haldeman.
Haldeman has no knowledge of anyone working technically
on the tapes.
Haldeman was not advised, except possib l y by newspaper, prior to hearing, that anyone ~las attempting to
transcrib e the tapes.
(1009-1011)

Higby Questioned by Volner
HIGBY BACKGROUND
Higby presently employed at White House as assistant
to Malek at OMB . Had worked in White House since 1969 as
aide, administrative assistant, and d e puty for Haldeman
and a short time for Haig.
(101 2-1013)
HIGBY ANARENESS OF TAPE RECORDINGS
Higby is unsure of ever being aware of tape record-ing in EOB, but was aware of recording in Oval Office and
Cabinet Room.
Higby unsure of being aware of recording
capability of Oval Office phone. Higby was never aware
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or recording in Lincoln sitting room and the residence
portions until it was announced in the press. Higby
was aware at l east that the parties speaking in the
Oval Office on the phone would be recorded but Higby
is not sure if he was aware of the two-way capability.
(1013-1015)
In summer 1970, Haldeman instructed Higby to
up the recording capacity and Higby in turn relayed
instruction to Butterfield. A few weeks or a month
Butterfield indicated to Higby that the c apacity in
existed.

set
that
later,
fact

Higby may have a document in Higby's files that
might g1ve a better date than summer of 1970, but Higby
hasn't searched his files.
(1015)
REQUEST TO LISTEN TO TAPES
Higby has never made a request for any tapes for
Higby to listen. to. Around the first part of Apr il, 1973,
Higby made a r eques t to Bull that Haldeman wanted to listen
to a t ape or tapes of conversations. Higby do es not recall
what tape or tapes that was . This was at Haldeman's request
to Higby.
Bull, not Hi g by, obtained the tapes.
Higby cannot
remember if Bull delivered the tapes to Higby or to Haldema n
directly . Higby cannot actually rp.call if Bull actually
eelivered t apes. Higby recalls a recording mechanism wi th
the tape already on it, but doesn't recall actually seein g
the tapes.
Hi gby is unsure if it was one or more then one
tape.
(1015-1017)
Higby recalls the request being made orally to Bu ll
after Higby rec eived a li s t from Haldeman . But Higby is
unsur e if Haldeman wrote out a list or not.
Higby i s unsure
if it involved a list since Higby cannot remember if it was
more than one tape . On the April occasion, Hi gby recalls
it being one tape, not a series. Haldeman either verbally
or in writing, gave Higby a list and then Higby wrote it
down and either verbally or in writing conveyed it to Bull.
(1017)
RECEIVING TAPES
Higby cannot rec al l actually seeing a tape. The
events that took place on that day, whichever day it was,

-
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lead Higby to believe that Haldeman did receive the
tapes. Haldeman went into a room where the tape recorder
was set up in Haldeman's office , for the purpose of listening to the tapes and Haldeman spent considerable time in
there, at least a couple of hours. The room was in
Haldeman's office complex in west wing of White House.
The office Higby occupied up until March . or April was
right between Ha ldeman 's office and the small office in
which the tapes were listened to.
:(1017-1018)
CONTENTS OF TAPES
Higby did not hear any of the tapes. Higby asked
Haldeman about the conten ts and Haldeman replied that there
was no problem for Nixon.
Haldeman may have commented
that the tapes were hard to hear since after Haldeman started
listening, Haldema n requested earphones so he could adjust
the volume.
(1019)
Higby believes Haldeman only listened to the tapes
one day.
Higby gave Haldeman the earphones on the same day
Haldeman started listening to the tapes.
(1019)
NUMBER OF TAP ES
Re Exhibit 7, April 25 at 1:45 p.m. is not the time
Higby requested the tapes for Haldeman. Higby recalls, and
it is only a recollection that it w~ earlier in April.

Afternoon Session
continued examination

0"

Higby by Volner

Higby does not recall from whom he got the earphones for Haldeman when Haldeman played the April tapes
but believes he obtained them from Bull . There may have
bee n difficulty in obtaining the earphones , but Higby doesn't
recall any.
Nor does he recall if he went to see Bul l or
called him to obtain the earphones . Haldeman requested
the earphones because it was difficult to hear the tapes.
(1031)
So Higby tried to get the earphones , but he's
not sure if he got them immediately or vlhether he or
Bull got them.
He doesn't recall if he personally delivered them to Haldeman.
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During the time of the Apri l listening period
Higby doesn't recall any other discussions with Haldeman
about the tapes other than comment that the President
wouldn't have any problem with what Haldeman had heard
and that there was some problem with the quality of the
tape in terms of being able to h ea r. That the President
wouldn't have any problem with the tape meant that there
was nothing on the tapes that would cause him any probl ems ,
that would be in any way incriminating to the Pres ident
in connection with the Watergate affair, although Haldeman
didn't specifically say that.
(1032-1033)
At this time period Higby saw Haldeman almost on an
hourly basis, but cannot recall any other conversations
with Haldeman. Higby is not sure how many tapes Haldeman
listened to or how many tapes we re delivered to him. At
that point in time they did not discuss the fact that he
would only listen to one tape of a meeting that he attended
but at another time they did.
(1033)
Higby recalls that there was only one listening
period in April, and that it occurred during the first or
middle part of April, perhaps the second week . Look ing at
Exhibit 7, which indicated it was April 25 did not refresh his recollection. Hi gby got the tapes for Haldeman
before Haldeman resigned.
Higby knows Haldeman discussed
resignation not only with the President and there was
discussion of resignation in the press during the MarchApril period, but these facts and Exhibit 7 don't refresh
his recollection about whether he got the tapes before or
after the resignation discussions.
Higby (looking at
Exhibit 7) asks if it is a li sting of tap es with dates
they were checked out and r eturned and Volner says it i s .
Higby thinks that, since Haldeman resigned on April 30 ,
he liste ned to the tapes earlier in th e month than April 25 ,
as Exhibit 7 ipdicates.
(10 34-1036 )
Higby does not recall r eturnin g the tapes to Bull
afte r Haldeman finished or Haldeman returning them.
He has
a v e ry vague recollection that on the same day Haldeman
took the tapes to his office, called Bull and Bu ll picked
them up.
j1036)

-
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Higby does not recall which tapes he got for
Haldeman the first time or if he got them again. He
doesn't recall after the one-day listening period going
through a similar process again before Haldeman resigned.
He does not remember two times.
(1036)
Higby remembers that after Haldeman resigned,
between July 10 and 12, Haldeman listened to tapes.
Haldeman asked him to obtain one tape, the September 15
tapes, and said he wanted to listen to it. Higby called
Bull and gave him the request and Bull brought a med ium
gray plastic or fiberglass 6 or 7 inch thick briefcase
to Higby's house that night. Higby assumed it contained
a play-back machine and the tape. When Haldeman asked
for the tape Higby had written on a phone sheet "September 15th tape" and some other instructions about shipping
Haldeman's personal items to his house in California.
Higby still has a copy of that document.
(1037-1039)
That evening Higby picked up Haldeman at the
STatler Hilton where he was staying. Haldeman decide d
to stay in his Georgetown house that evening so Higby
took his luggage the re. H,Udelnar. changed his clothes
there and they then drove to Higby's house. On the way
Higby said Bull woul d be delivering the t apes to Higby's
house and Haldeman sa id good . Around 7:36 or 7: 45 Bul l
arri ved.
Hig"by went to the kitchen for 4 or 5 minu"tes
to give them an opportunity to talk and doesn ' t remember
discussing the tapes when he returned.
The bri~fcase
was in the corner of the living room.
Later that evening
Haldeman said he had to get home since he wanted to listen
to the t apes . There was a hailstorm that eve ning . Higby
drove Haldeman back to the Georgetm'/n house and believes
Haldeman had the briefcase.
(1039-10 41 )
The next morning Higby picked up Haldeman and they
had breakfast. Haldeman may have had the brief c ase , but
Higby is not sure. Haldeman comme nted that he had been
up very l ate and had listened to the tape.
(1043-10 44 )
He may have commented ~gai n that the President wouldn 't
have any problems with the contents of the tape he listened
to, but Higby does not recall that he said which tape he
listened to. Higby's only basis for knowing which tape
it was was the note "September 1 5th tape." It was Higby's
impression that it was a tape of a meeting between the

~d

~"r,

B 2havd-t(cross

l\
Pet_en

continued by Ben-Veniste)

Nixon- Buzhardt Discussion of Cox Request
Buzhardt definitely recalls asking Nixon, among a nunilier
of other ma t ters , about the inquiry from Cox (for a tape
recording of conversation between the President and Dea n on
April 15th . )
(1094)
Buzhardt did not know at that time there
was a recording sys t em and can't believe he would have asked
about a specific recording. (1095)
Buzha rdt did not show
Nixon Cox ' s letter. (1095)
After receiving the letter, Buzhardt
i nquired of Cox , possibly inquired of Petersen , about precisely
what was being asked for, and Buzhardt was definitely aware
at the time h~tabked to Nixon that they \~ere referring to
something that ~ had mentioned to Petersen. (1095)
Buzhardt
does not recall , in vlords or substance, specifically or generally,
asking Nixon in connection with Cox ' s request , whether the r e
:
existed a tape recording between him and Dean , nor does he
reca l l Nixon's informing him there was such a recording . (1 096)
Two t h i ngs stand out in Buzhardt's memory regarding his conver sation with Nixon:
Buzhardt was aware the question was in
reference to something discussed with Petersen; and he is sure
Nixon told him there was a dictabelt of the conversation. (1097)
Buzhardt recalls no conversation with Nixon about a specific
tape recording (per Cox' s reque s t) as contrasted to a dictabelt.
(1098)
Conversation with Petersen or Cox about Cox Request
In trying to respond to Cox's request , Buzhardt tal ked
about it to Petersen or perhaps Cox, but he doesn't recall
Cox or Petersen ' s telling him it was believed there was a
taped conversation between Nixon and Dean. Buzhardt remerabers
Cox or Petersen, probably Cox , informing him of a conversation
h e had with Petersen . (1098)
Nixon-Buzhardt Discussion of Cox Request
Buzhardt doesn't recall on what day he discussed the Cox
request with Nixon. (1099)
Buzhardt has a log showing dates
of conversatio~with Nixon, but doesn ' t recall the specific
date of the tape discussion . Buzhardt is l ess than certain
he only discussed the request once with Ni xon betlveen th e time
Buzha rdt received it and the t.ime he r esponded to it , but he
doesn ' t recall discuss i ng it (more than once) and doesn't
think he would have discussed it tl-dce. (1099)
Buzhardt
didn ' t go over with, or show, Nixon the draft res po nse to
Cox . (1099-1100)
Buzhardt b el ieves no one else was present
at his meeting with Nixon . (1100)
During his discussion with
Nixon , Buzhardt probably had in mind what Cox indicated
Petersen had told Cox, but he doesn't recall asking Nixon why
Nixon offered to play a dictabelt for Petersen instead of merely

,

showing him a memo of the conversation rather than mentioning
a tape recording. (1100)
Buzhardt isn't sure whether Nixon
ever advised him when he had made the April 15th dictabelt, but
sometime prior to Buzhardt's responding to Cox, Nixon had
informed Buzhardt that he frequently dictated his recollections.
(1101-1102)
The Dictabe lt
The White House has not been able to locate the dictabelt,
but Nixon on that day found contemporaneous notes he made from
the meetings.
Buzhardt first l earned there was no dictabelt
on November 5th.
Buzhardt does not recall saying, p rior to th at ,
that the dictabelt \vould be produced to _the Court, nor does he
remember the Wh ite House Press Corps rec entl y stating the same
thing nor does he know the basis for it. (1103)
The weekend
preceeding November 5, or possibly a little earlier, Buzhardt
askeA various people on the staff to search the files for all
memos, not es , dictabelts, or other evidence relating to conversations covered by the Court order. (1104)
Buzhardt askec\ Haig
to request such materials from Nixon , but doesn't know who
would be searching Nixon 's files. (1104-1105)
Haig told Buzhardt
on November 5 the dictabelt was missing, and assumed, without
asking Haig, the President had caused his own files to be searched,
by himself or someone else. (1105) (Ben-Veniste reads, from p.219
of the November 1 Court proceedings,Buzhardt's statement about
furnishing the April 15 d ictabelt. (1105-1106»
June 20 Ni xon-Mitchell Conversation
Buzhardt first learned in October , probably toward mid-mop-th,
that the June 20 tape was missing . (1106-1107) At some point in
October, Nixon so informed Buzhardt, but Buzhardt doesn 't remember
who told him first, although it could have been Nixon, nor who
else told him this in October, although Buzhardt discussed it
with a number of people thereafter. (1107)
The context was not of
Buzhardt's being informed, but was as to two tape recordings
not being recorded. (1107)
Buzhardt does not recall Bull ' s
informing him of the missing tape s.
He discussed them with Haig
at some point, but doesn ' t recall whether it was in October nor
vlhen in relation to discussing it with Nixon . (1108)
Whether Nixon
told him anything more than that the two tapes Vlere missing he
isn't sure. (110 8)
Buzhardt was told at some point - perhaps
when he first learned the tapes couldn't be found, perhaps after
so learning - that the President reca ll ed making the June 20th
phone call from his residence, Buzhardt recalls the West Hall of
the residence being mentioned .
Buzhardt doesn ' t think he learned
at that time that th at \vas a phone call not on this system, but
later determined it would have been a call not recorded (sic) to
the recording system.
Buzhardt doesn't recall whether the
President or someone else told him (about the call being made from
the residence). (110 8-1112)
Buzhardt doesn't specifica ll y recall
wri ting anything dO\vn about the information he was receiving
during this period but it is possible. ' He hasn't used any notes

in testifying.
He probably threw any such not e s away , this
information not having enough detail that he would need notes
to remind him.
After receiving this information, \,lhich was
too fr agmentary for him to have made representations to the
Court, he made additional inquiries including asking the Secret
Servic e for written explanations, which he has provided the
Court, but doesn't recall making notes himself on the inquiries.
(1112-1113 )

Buzhardt did have a conversation with Nixon regarding
the June 20 Mitchell call but doesn't remember the specific
conversation.
The conversation was prior to the inception of
the present hearing but he may have discussed it with Nixon
again since then.
In October, prior to the hearing, Nixon told
Buzhardt he recall ed making the call from his residence, and
may have said in the lvest Hall, and he definitely directed
Buzhardt to find out what had happened with respect to these
calls and the recording system.
Buzhardt doesn't recall Nixon's
saying he remembered making the call and where he made i t from.
His impression is Nixon had checked his logs to see where the
call was made from.
Buzhardt doesn't recall whether Nixon had
any question in his mind as to where he \vas when he had this
conversa tion, nor whether he said I was in the West Hall, or
I think I was in the West Hall. (1113-1115)
Searching for the Tapes
("3"..:,<. ?O)

Nixon didn't indicate what search for theA tape had
been made up to that point.
After Buzhardt 's conversation vl ith
Nixon but prior to these hearings, Buzhardt spoke to several
people about \vhat kind of s earch had been made, including
Bull the mo rnin g of the hearings, and probably once prior to
that, and perhaps to Nixon. (1116)
Buzhardt isn't sure he was
told until recently about a Septembe r, 1973, attempt to find
this conversation, which wasn't found .
It could have b een Ni xon,
Woods, or Bull who told him recently, but he doesn 't recall who
told him. (1116-1117)
Between the attempt in September and
October 31 , Buzhardt nade an attempt to f ind th e tapes , but
'.,.hadn't made one in the inte rim nor , as far as he knmvs , had
anyone else, which the records he has assembled indicate.
Buzha~-dt doesn't r eca ll Th~-t
Nixon told him N :),-c n hUc\ f'\ ru.\e. C\. \o.te.
September search ,-ccdc'" ht. \<n~\~'" Nixon had any bas is for t e lling
Buzhardt the tape s were missing except the late September
search. (1117-1118)
Buzhardt's Review of the Tapes
The last conversation Buzhardt heard on Exh ibit 6
was between Nixon and Kleindienst , which he assumes correlates
to a conve rs ation described in Exhibit 20 as occurring between
Nixon and Kl eindienst between 1:12 and 2:22, based on the
sequence of preceding conve rsations.
He guesses the tape of
the meeting is between 30 minutes and an hour long. The

immediately prior conversation, which Buzhardt list e ned .to,
was between Nixon and Sanchez (who isn't in the logs) . He
doesn't remember the one before that (a Nixon call to Julie,
according to the logs), but checked the sequences against
l ogs for the preceding day , the 14th, and they corr p.sponde d.
(111 8-1122)
Buzhardt recalls conversation between Nixon,
Haldeman, and Ehrlichman on the tape for the 14th. (1122)
Buzhardt b e lieves he checked the lo gs and the sequence for
th e conversation preceding the first conversation on the 14th,
a conversation at the EOB on the 12th. He is not sure
though that he represented to the Court that the timer had,
prior to recording conversations on the 14th, been activating
the tape in q uestion on the 12th. (l122-1123)
Exhibit 6
correctly indicates, in Baker's handwriting, that the Secret
Service did a meter reading on the 12th, but Buzhardt says
this doesn't indicate necessarily the tape was running and
recordin g on that day .
If the tape \~as placed on the machine
on the 11th, it would have recorded for the first time on
the 12th, and the tapes logged for the 12th should be on the
tape, which Buzhardt believes they are . (1123-1124)
Haldeman Listening to Tapes
Between Haldeman's listening to Some tapes and Haldeman's
Senate Committee testimony, Buzhardt learned he had listened
to them. (1124)
He doesn't remember specifically discussing
with Haldeman in July the propriety of this , but prior to
Haldeman's Senate testimony did talk at some point to Haldeman's
counsel, and to Haldeman about whether "'hat Haldeman learned
on the tapes was covered by executive privilege . He didn't
know that Haldeman had access to the tapes during the time
Haldeman did have access.
He didn't know it until well after
the fact and doe sn't know who told him, perhaps Higby or
Bull. (1124-1126)
Buzhardt rec a lls mor e than one conversation
with Higby and thinks Haldeman's hearing the tapes \vasn' t
mentioned in the first one . He may have learned about it
ri ght after Butterfield's testimony. (11 26-1127)
Buzhardt
was not advised prior to the time Haldeman had the tapes , nor
di d he have a discussion prospectively with Nixon about
Haldeman's being given access to them.
He may h a ve discussed
it with Nixon just prior to Haldeman's testimony, but doesn't
remember if Nixon told him the purpose of Haldeman's listening
to the tapes. (1128)
Nixon Liste ning to the Tapes
Buzhardt doesn't remember when he first l earned Nixon
had listen ed to the t apes , although it was well after Nix~n 's
listening to the m.
So far as Buzhardt knows Nixon listened
to them on June 4th and some time ~ince September 29th.
Buzhardt
do esn ' t recall that Nixon told him June 4th was the first time
Nixon heard any tapes. (1128-1129)
Othe r ,People Listening to Tapes

r--

Probably in early October Buzhardt first learned Woods
had listened to the tapes, and may have learned it from her
or from the President. (1129)
Other people who, to Buzhardt's
knowledge,listened to the tapes at any time are: Haldeman
in late April and in July, according to Haldeman's testi mony ;
Nixon on June 4 , and probably Bull listened to one on that
date; Nixon with Woods' and Bull's ass~tance beginning about
September 29th; and Buzhardt, as he has testified, has
li stened to one phone call and some tapes. (1129-1130)
Buzhardt
knew in early October that Woods was trying to extract material
from some of the tapes, but do es n't think he knew
th en that
she had done anything at Camp David . Buzhardt thinks Nixon
tol d him Woods was trying to ext ract material from the tapes,
but it may have been Woods . (1130-1131)

Buzhardt did not see any distinction between that statement
that Woods was trying to extract material from the tapes and
\'1oods' description that she was trying to get every word as
best she could. Buzhardt knew at that time precisely what
she was doing. (1131)
Buzhardt made no memo of what transpired of Buzhardt's
listening to a tape recording on June 25th. Buzhardt reported
it strictly o~ t~ qasis of hi~ own , recollect~on. (11 31 ) Buzhardt
knew at the tJ.IDe ,,'yJ,-:r conversa t~ons he was _to l~sten _ to because
he had prepared fo r Senate Select committee and the Special
Prosecutor's Off~ce a log of (Nixon's) meeting with Dean so
Buzhardt knew when they had taken place. (1131-1132)
Buzhardt says it is essentially correct as Woods testified
that there was some gap in taped conversations and Wood s was
confused as to what she was listen ing to.
(Rogers was the first
on the tape, etc.)
So, Buzhardt provided Woods with a tape
last Thursda~which cove red the conversa tion in question, a
conversation on the 16th between Nixon and Dean. (1132)
To
Buzhardt's recollection, the tape Buzhardt gave her (to fill the
gap) came from the box marked ~xhibit 5. (1133)
Buzhardt got this tape to give to Woods from Bennett who
brought it to vloods' office and handed it to Buzhardt. Buzhardt
had previously r equested the tape from Haig. Buzhardt does not
specifically remember where Bennett got it. Buzhardt assumed
Bennett got it from the locked vault but Buzhardt does not know.
(1133)
Buzhardt has re ason to believe as of Friday, that the t apes
of the seven subpoenaed conversations plus t he reel of the t ape
conta ining the recording of one additional conversation
subpoenaed by the Senate Select Committee) were in l'i'oods' saf e .
(1133-113 4 )

"
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Buzhardt believes there are other tapes outstanding but does
not know which ones.
The basis of Buzhardt's belief is a conversation Buzhardt had with Woods on Friday in which she said she had
other tapes, plus the subpoenaed tapes, in her safe. She and
Buzhardt did not discuss what other tapes. (1134)
(On being questioned by the Court) Buzhardt says he learned
from Woods last Friday that she has seven tapes under subpoena of
the Grand Jury, plus one other tape which was subpoenaed by the
Senate committee ( but notl>(\the court). Buzhardt does not know where
the tapes that came out of the boxes, Exhibits 5 and 6, are now.
Buzhardt did not talk to Woods about the tapes that came out of the
boxes, but is sure she had access to them last week. (1134-1135)
Buzhardt does not know whether the tapes are still in Wood's
safe or back in the vault. (1136)
Buzhardt does not know why Woods has the other tapes.

(1136)

In addition to the tapes Woods had, to Buzhardt's knowledge
there were no other tapes outside the vault Friday. (1136)
Buzhardt is not sure he knows the specific reason Woods is
keeping the tapes in her office even though she is through
transcribing " them.
Buzhardt says they were probablo/ not deliv e red
(back to the vault). Buzhardt is sure Nixon is aware (his l a\-1Ye rs)
have to have access to those tapes for Court procedures and the
tapes are perfectly safe in Woods' office. (1137)
Buzhardt does not know when he first learned that Woods had
recordings in her safe but thinks he l ea rned very lately.
If
Buzhardt stipulated at the inception of these proceedings that
all the tapes were being kept in the EOB vault, he did not know
they were anywhere else. (1137)
(Buzhardt is shown page 65 of
record where he so stipulated.) (1137-1138)
So far as Buzhardt
knew at the inception, they wer e in the EOB vault and still might
have been there at that time. (1138)
Buzhardt did not knOl" that ;voods kept the tapes continuously
in her safe starting September 28 Li 'when she got them at Camp David. (1139)
(Prior to these proceedings), Buzhardt does not know that h e
made any specific representation to Nixon to the effect that Buzhardt
would have to be in possession of all relevant information as to
the custody and whereabouts of the tapes.
Buzhardt assumed s uch
relevant information (i. e . tapes in Woods' office) would be
communicated to him. " Although Bu zhardt kne", Nixon had access and
control over the tapes, Buzhardt was aware Nixon could remove the
tapes. (1140-A)

Buzhardt does not recall if he ever inquired as to the
condi tions under which the White Hou se tapes \~ere being secured.
Prior to July 18, Buzhardt believes he was informed there was a
room the tapes were stored in but Buzhardt \1as not sure he was
told the room number until last week.
It was Buzhardt's understanding that the tapes were kept in that room.
It was Buzhardt's
understanding that control passed from the Secret Service on
July 18 directly to Nixon. It was Buzhardt's understanding that
no tape would be removed except by Nixon's personal direction.
(1l40-B)
Buzhardt did not know (on July 18) that Bennett \~ould be
responsible for keeping control over these tapes. Buzhardt is
not sure when he learned of Bennett's role but believes it was
after these hearings started. Prior to this, Buzhardt assumed Nixon
would personally exercise control over access.
Buzhardt did not
know who Nixon would use when he wanted to take a tape out or
whether Nixon would go personally to take it out. (1140-B - l140-C)
Buzhardt believes .
Secret Service delivered their inventory
key to the room and combination to the safes, perhaps after having
them changed, to Nixon personally. From that time forward,
Buzhardt did not think there was any occasion for removing the tapes
and Buzhardt knew of no removal until early October. (lJ.40-C - l140-D)

1
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Afternoon Session (following off-the-record conference at Bench)
Fred Buzhardt (cross continued by Ben-Veniste)
Buzhardt remembers seeing a press release by either
Ziegler or Warren about the dictabelt of Apri l l ~ Buzhardt
does not recall the exact date of that press release being
early November, 1973 nor does he recall that the release said
specifically the dictabelt did exist and was under Nixon's
control or authority. (1141) Buzhardt does not know the source
of Warren's information. Buzhardt does not recall answering
questions for Warren specifically about the tapes or the
dictabelt of April 15th but from time to time, Buzhardt has
answered questions for l'larren on other subjects. Buzhardt does
not know what other sources Warren consults prior to making an
official statement for the White House. Buzhardt presumes
Warren consults Nixon and Ziegler and does not know that Warren
would consult Haig. Buzhardt has never asked lvarren if he
consulted Nixon. (1142)
After July 18th, 1973, it is Buzhardt's understanding that
the combination and keys to the place the tapes were kept were
delivered personally to Nixon . Buzhardt does not know b y whom
they were delivered. Buzhardt relayed certain instruction s to
the Secret Service abou t the turning over of keys from Secret
Service to White House personnel. (1143)
Buzhardt does not
recall whether he was advised on July 19th or not that the keys
had been turned over to Haig. Buzhardt may have been,but does
not recall, if he ''las adv,.tsed by Bennett that the keys wer e
turned over to Haig and~~ixon was the only one to be on the access
list to the tapes.
(On'being shown Exhibit 32, Bennett's
note of July 19th), Buzhardt still does not recall if he was
advised by Bennett .
(1143-1144)
Buzhardt does not have any specific recollection of being
advised around July 29th whether there was going to be a request
that the tapes be removed on July 29th . (1144)
Buzhardt
does not recall being advised,contemporaneously with~request for
tape~ that Haig or Ziegler instructed Bennett that certain tapes
would be required and that Bull was to set up the equipment.
(On being shown Exhibit 32, Bennett 's memo about request),
Buzhard t still does not recall being advised about a r emoval
or anticipated removal of tapes around July 29th. (1145)
Buzhardt recalls nothing that happened to him in July with respect
to the tapes. (1146)
Buzhardt does not know if he had any specific understanding
that he was to be consulted with res pec t to the removal of
any of those tapes. Buzhardt knew the tapes were under Nixon 's
control. (1146)

/0

Exhibits 54 and 55 are marked for identification and receive d
in evidence. (1146-1147)
Buzhardt recognized Exhibit 54 as a letter which Buzhardt
received from Cox on July 20, 1973 and Exhibit 55 as a c opy of
Buzhardt's response to Cox on July 25, 1973. (1146-1147)
Ben-Veniste reads Exhibits 54 and 55 for the Court. The
letter from Cox (54) asks Buzhardt to be careful to .nsure~~pes
are preserved intact. (1147-1148)
The letter from Buzhardt
in response assures Cox the tapes are intact, secure, unde r
sole personal control of Nixon, and all access to the tape s is
carefully documented. (1148)
Buzhardt says his letter does not imply that Buzhardt had any
agreement that Buzhardt was to be advised as to what Nixon was
going to do with the tapes. His letter just means the t ape s
were stored under secure conditions under Nixon's personal
control. (1149)
In spite of and in light of Exhibit 54 and Exhibit 55,
Buzhardt reiterates he had no implicit understanding with Nixon
that Buzhardt should be consulted as to 1vha t was go ing to
happen to the tapes . (1150)
Buzhardt is sure Nixon was aware,
as was Buzhardt, of the change in custody of the tapes - they
were to be under Nixon's personal control. (1151)
Sometime in mid-October, Buzhardt was advised for the first
time by Nixon or someone else that the Nixon/Dean tape of April 15 ~
was either missing, h ad not been recorded, or could not be found.
Buzhardt does not recall if he received an explanation as to
why the tape could not be found, but subsequently did r eceive
an explanat ion. Buzhardt did not immediately receive an
explanation of mechanical difficulty. (1151)
Buzhard t recalls talking to Rayhill on a number of occasions,
but does not recall the specific dates. Buzhardt does not
recall that he talked to Rayhill on October l ~~ Buzhardt
recalls h av ing a co nversa tion with Rayhi ll about th e April 15~
tape more than once (in connection with having to produc e
April 15~ tape in Vesco case).
In conversation with Rayhill,
Buzhardt might have said something about mechanical difficulties
with the April 15th tape. (1152-1153)
But Buzhardt was referring
to mechanical problem in that the same tape was under subpoena
in Watergate case as well as Vesco case. Before Buzhardt knew
the conversation was not recorded, at s ome point in his c onversations with Rayhill, there was the (mechanical ) problem
of court procedure in hO\v to deal with two courts that s oug ht
the tapes. (1154)
Buzhardtidoes not rec a ll telling Rayhill
that the April 15th tape would not be turned over for in-c ame ra
inspection. At some later date, when Buzhardt found that the
tape could not be found, Buzhardt told Rayhill that they had not
been able to find the tape and that the tape may not exist.
(1154)
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(After a five-minute suspension at courts request)
If Buzhardt did say in the same conversa tion with Rayhill
that there was mec hanical difficulty in providing the tape and
the tape would not be provided for in-camera inspec tion,
Buzhardt could hypothetically see these two statements as
inconsistent. (1156-1157)
Buzhardt may possibly have participated in the preparation
of a letter by Nixon to Ervin dated July 23, 1973 in which
Nixon declined to furnish ta pes to Senate Select, but cannot
recall specifically if he did. (1157)
Exhibit 56 is marked for identification and received in
evidence. (1157-1158)
Buzhardt acknowledges Exhibit 56 appears to be a letter from
Wright to Cox of July 23, 1973 in which Wright makes reference
to the letter from Nixon to Ervin. Buzhardt acknowledges he has
seen the letter before. (1157-1158)
Ben-veniste reads a portion of Exhibit 56 in which Wright
says that Wright is writing to Cox on Buzhardt's request (1158)
and makes reference to Nixon's letter to Ervin of the s~ne day.
Wright attached a co py of the Ervin l etter. Buzhardt had no
knowledge Wright enclosed .the copy of the Ervin letter. (1159)
After the reading of Exhibit 56, Buzhardt still does not
recall having helped Nixon prepare the letter to Ervin. (1159)
Buzhard t believe s Nixon's letter to Ervin and Wright's
letter to Cox indicate th e tapes would not be produced. (1159)
(The letter t o Ervin stated the tapes were under Nixon's
sole control and would r ema in so.)
Buzhardt does not know
whether Nixon's sole persona l control refers to Haldeman as
well. Buzhardt does not know whether th e matter of Haldeman
(having access to tapes) was discussed between Nixon and
Buzhardt prior (or after) Nixon wrote this letter, and has no
reason to think it was discussed. (1160)
(The l e tter from Nixon to Ervin goes on to state that none
of the tapes had been transcribed or made public, and none wou ld
be.)
Buzhardt does not know what the term made public meant in
that connection. (1161)
Buzhard t beli eves Wright prepared Nixon's letter to Ervin.
Buzhardt may have helped with the drafting but he does not
recall. (1164-1165)
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Buzhardt does not think he had any discussion with Nixon
about the point in Nixon's letter to Ervin (which says none of
the tapes had or would be transcribed) in connection with Woods
testimony that she transcribed the tapes. (1165)
Shortly after Butterfield testified before the Senate Select.
in response to an inquiry Buzhardt had from either the Senate or
Special Prosecutor's Office, Buzhardt ascertained the date of
installation of the White House recording system. (1165-1166)
Buzhardt believes he received the date from Sims . It is Buzhardt's
recollection that Butterfield testified installation was in
June, _ 1970. Buzhardt recalls there was an inconsistency between
the dates of installation testified to by Butterfield and dates
given to Buzhardt by the Secret Service . Buzhardt does not
kno\~ the source of the dates the Secret Service gave to Buzhard t.
(1166) Buzhardt believes sims gave Buzhardt a series of
installation dates beginning in 1971 - perhaps February 1971 - and
the rest installed over the next several months . Buzhardt does
not recall the exact dates of the subsequent installations.
(1167)
Buzhardt thinks he sent a letter to Ervin indicating the
taping system had been install ed in the Spring of 1971. Buzhardt
does not recall the exact date of this l etter . (1167)
Buzhardt does not recall discussing the installation date
with Nixon. (1167)
Buzhardt says he does not recall Nixon saying in his press
conference of August 22, 1973 that the tape system had been
installed in June 1970. Then Buzhardt says perhaps he does
recall Nixon saying that at-the press co nference, but does
not recall that June 1970 was the exact date Nixon gave at the
press conference. Exhibit 57 is marked for identification.
(1168)
(Buzhardt is shown Exhibit 57, a ma r ke d-off partial
trans cript from Congre ss ional Quarterly of Nixon ' s August 22,
1973 press conference.)
Buzhardt was not aware before seeing
Exhibit 57 that Nixon had used the June 1970 date in his press
conference. (1168)
Buzhardt does recall a call to his office
from the White House Press Office asking Buzha rdt to verify the
installation dates or find out what the dates were. (1168-1169)
Exhibit 57 is offered in evidence (11.69) and the objection
to offering Exhibit 57 is sustained by the Court after
discussion (1169-1171) for not being of probative value. (1171)
Buzhardt was not aware Warren stated on October 31, 1973 that
Nixon had never requested the two conversation at issue at this
hearing. (1172)
Exhibit 58 is marked for identification.

(1172)
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(Buzhardt is shown Exhibit 58 which is an article from the
Washington Post of October 31st by William Chapman. (1172)
This article s ays Warren told the Post that while Nixon had
listened to tapes, Nixon had never listened to all the tapes and
Nixon had never requested to listen to the two tapes at
issue.)
Buzhardt does not know whether Warren made such a
statement or not. (1173)
According to Buzhardt 's under stand ing
around September 29th, Nixon did request al l of the t ape
recordings under subpoena. Buzhardt does not know whethe r
Nixon r equested the April 15th tape on June 4th. As according
to the documents in evidence, Buzhardt believes that the t apes
were removed from the stora~e room and delivered to Bull, but
Bull's testimony does not suggest Nixon r equested it. (1174)
Buzhardt was not aware Warren indicated on October 31st that
the tapes were kept in the residential part of the White House .
(Buzhardt is again shown Exhibit 58.) Buzhardt does not
remembe r reading the newspape r article (Ex hibit 58) and does
not know if Warren sait ~. (1175)
Buzhardt does not have any knowledge that the tapes were ever
kept in the residential part of the Wh ite House. (1176)
To the best of Buzhardt's knowl e dge, the persons of whom
Buzhardt has heard as having had access to th e tapes are
Nixon, Bull, Woods, Buzhardt, Haldeman, and Bennett. Buzhardt
does not r ecall hearing of othe rs handling the tapes. (1 176-1177)
Buzhardt says the Secret Service people handl ed the tapes but
believes the testimony is that no Secret Service men ever
listened to them.
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Monday, November 12, 1973 - Afternoon
Henry Petersen
Direct Examinat ion (by Volner) :
Petersen is As s istant Attorney General of the Criminal
Division, a position he has held for about two years.
He
' has been with Justice for about 26 years. (1192)
On April 15, 1973, as a result of the consensus that the
President should be advised of certain developments in the
investigation which reflected on his immediate White House
associates, Petersen and Kle~ndienst met with Nixon at the
EOB at 3:30 p.m .. (1192)
Since the information stemmed
partially from what Dean was telling Silbert and Glanzer,
Petersen suggested to Nixon that Nixon should talk to Dean
and thus learn Dean's information directly so as to be better
able to decide what action to take regarding Nixon's White
House associates. (1193)
The question was raised as to whether
Dean was giving the information about others at the White House
in order to relieve himself of liability, and Nixon was informed
that Dean's information was being given on the basis of enabling
the prosecution to determine whether Dean should be accorded
immunity. (1193)
Petersen also told Nixon that Dean's information was being received by the prosecution on the basis that
such would not be used directly or indirectly in the investigation, and would only be used in deciding the question of
Dean's immunity. (1194)
At approximately midni g ht of the preceding day (April 14),
Dean's counsel, Shaffer, had been advised that the President
was going to be told of Dean's information. Shaffer h ad agr eed
that such was perfectly acceptable and would not be a breach of
the agreement. (1194)
After his April 15 meeting with Nixon, Petersen we.nt to his
home and met with Silbert and Glanzer.
During this meeting,
Shaffer called, said that Ehrlichman had been trying to get
in ·touch with Dean, and asked whether Dean should meet with
Ehrlichman. Petersen said no, but that Petersen t hought Dean
should meet with Nixon and advise Nixon of Dean's information.
That was agreeable with Shaffer, and Petersen was subsequently
informed that it was also agreeable with Dean. (1194-1195)

On the night of April 15, Nixon called Petersen and said
that Dean had said he was agreeable to meeting with Nixon.
Nixon asked if Petersen thought that would be appropriate, and
Petersen said he did. Thereafter Nixon called Petersen again
and said the meeting had been set up. (1195)
On April 16, Petersen met with Nixon at the EOB and
again summarized the material information . There was some
allusion to Nixon's conversation with Dean on the previous
night. (1195-1196)
Petersen does not recall any conversation with Nixon on
April 17. (1196)
On April 18 at about 3:00 p.m., Nixon called Petersen
and alluded to their earlier conversation about Dean's
immunity, and Nixon suggested that he had been informed that
Dean had already been immunized. Petersen ,~as upset, and
assur ed Nixon that he was certain that Dean had not at that time
been irorounized. Petersen undertook to make further checks so
as to be able to reassure Nixon. (1196-1197)
Petersen then called Silbert to discuss the matter, and
although Silbert's recollection was precisely as Petersen
had related the situation to Nixon, Petersen asked him to
check with Shaffer to make certain that neither he nor Dean
had misunderstood. (1198)
Sometime around 3:30 p.m., Silbert called Petersen back
and said that he had been in touch with Shaffer and Shaffer's
under standing of the negotiating posture was the same as
(Petersen 's and Silbert's). (1198)
Petersen called Nixon sometime around 6:00 or 6:30 p.m.,
and related these facts.
In the course of that conversation,
almost by way of pinpointing that he was not mistaken, Nixon
said "Well, I have got it on tape if you want to hear it . "
Petersen said that he did not want to hear it, and he did not want
anything coming to him that 'vas not gotten direct ly from Dean.
(119 8)
Although Petersen did not think about Nixon 's statement in
analytical terms, he inferred that what was meant was Dean's
voice on tape. When Petersen related this conversation to Cox,
Petersen had inferred such and Cox had drawn such an inference.
(1199)
In substance, Petersen had stated that he did not want to
hear anything except from Dean directly because of the arrangement
with Dean and the possible jeopardy to developing the case. (1199)
Petersen does not recall discussing with Buzhardt the
tape recording of the April 15 conversation until "a week ago,
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Friday." At th at time, Buzhardt called Petersen, said he heard
Petersen was going to be called as a witness, and they then
discussed the April 15 tape. (1199)
Petersen rec a lls receiving a carbcn copy of a Buzhardt
letter to Cox which had be e n directed to Petersen. Petersen
identifies Exhibit 55 as being that letter. (1199-2000)
Statement by the Court (agreed to by both counsels) :
Petersen concludes the testimony relating to custody of
and access to the tapes, with the exception of Butterfield's
testimony to be given after November 16. WSPF may call additional
witnesses at any time. (1201)
The subpoenaed tapes and other materials, plus the analysis
and index of the subpoenaed tapes, will be presented to the
Court no later than November 20. Date extended only upon application to the Court. (1202)
Both sides have agreed to make
duplicates of the subpoenaed tapes and other vo luntarily give n
tapes, to be done by November 14 using mutually agreeable
procedures and facilities.
Originals wi ll be sealed and
stored in a White House vault until del ivered to Court. (1202)
In-camera conf erence to be held on November 30, to disc uss the
tape analysis and indexes, and the particularized claims of
privilege' asserted on behalf of the President in accordance
with the Court of Appeals decision. (1202)
Both sides have agreed to submit for approval of the Court
both jointly formulated procedures and a jointly designated
panel of experts to examine the tapes for evidence of tampering
or altering. (1203)
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TAPE HEARINGS BEFORE SIRICA
November 26, 1973
Morning Session
Woods Questioned by Volner:

Direct

Woods Advised of Rights: Volner advises Woods of 5th Amendment
rights, and that her respons es may be used as evidence against
her. Woods is represented in court by counsel, Charles Rhyne.
(1206-1207)
Woods' Custody of Tapes: Woods had custody of subpoenaed
tapes until November 14 when she gave them all back to General
Bennett to be duplicated.
(Woods refreshed her memory as to date
by consulting a file she brought to court) . Woods has not had
custody of the tapes since November 14. (1207-1208)
Woods Has Listened to Copy of June 20, 1972 Tape: Woods has'
listened to the tape of the end of the meeting between the
President and Mr. Ehrlichman and the beginning of the meeting
between Mr. Haldeman and the President on June 20, 1973 since
November 14. This is the tape (copy of tape) Woods spent over
30 hours transcribing at Camp David and at the 11hite House. (1208-09)
Tape Machine Used at Camp David Introduced as Exhibit 59:
Sony four-speed servo control machine and set of earphones are
identifi ed by Woods as one of three machines at Camp David.
Woods cannot identify machine as being the one she used at
Camp David. \'loods does not knot., serial number of machine she
used at Camp David. 1100ds identifies machine as exactly the same
type machine she sued and that its buttons are the same type.
Woods testified that she could not use the ea rphones as they were
too big. vloods had to go back and forth often with the on/off
button to hear and repeat because the earphones kep sliding off
her head. (1209-1211)
Machines Requested of White House: Volner objects that
Prosecutor 's Office h a d requested exact machine used by Woods
and that Exhibit 59 Vias brought to Court purporting to be that
machine. Rhyne, Woods' counsel, objects that he did not know of
request for machine. Volner states request -I'. ras made of Bu zhardt.
Buzhardt is not in court.
Sirica suggests that Buzhardt b e called
and asked if machine is the one \'loods used. Volner r equests
that the other two machines from Camp David be brought to Court
and Garment agrees, if they are available . (1211-12)
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Identification of Uher Machine as Exhibit 60: The Uher
tape machine connected with an earphone set and foot pedal
(subsequen tly introduced as Exhibi~60A and 60B) (1243) is identified
by Woods as the machine she used in her office at the White House
the day after she returned from Camp David. Bull brought I'loods
the Uher machine, which was obtained because the others had no
foot pedal nor any earplugs that Woods could use. Bull also
supplied the (Exhibit 59) machine. Woods is ' sure Exhibit 60
is the exact machine she used.
It is the only machine we (?)
have.
It does not have Secret Service mark in a place
which she indicates. (On page 1216 she mentions a machine with
Secret Service markings). (1213-14)
Use of Uher Machine: Woods played the June 20th tape when she
first used the Uher machine on October 1st. Woods took the
machine to Key Biscayne when she worked on the tapes there. This
was the only tape machine she had at Key Biscayne. Woods does
not believe Bull had a machine. Woods had possession of the
machine the \"hole time it was at Key Biscayne. Bull carried the
machine back from Key Biscayne. Woods used machine in White
House after return from Key Biscayne off and on to finish the
first subpoenaed tapes until Oc'tober 23 or 24. Woods last saw
the machine this morning. (1215-1216)
Buzhardt Use of Uher Machine: Buzhardt borrowed the Uher
before Thanksgiving, keep~ng it two or three days. Woods called
two or three times to get it and finally sent someone to get it.
(1216-1217)
Woods Use of Exhibit 60 Uher and Secret Service Uher Machine:
Except for the time Buzhardt had it (since October 23rd or 24th
until today), the Exhibit 60 Uher machine has been inside Woods'
desk.l-Thile Buzhardt had the Exhibit 60 machine, Woods " used the
machine with Secret Service markings. Woods, Charles and
William Rhyne used the Exhibit 60 machine to playa tape
yesterday (November 25).
Woods' Request of Second Uher Machine and Locking of Record
and Dictation Button: Woods requested the other (Secret Service)
machine because she asked them to clean (the first) up and try to
make it clear and see (if) maybe we used it so much it \.,as harder
to hear; and she also asked them to lock the record and dictation
button.
But those were unlocked over there (? in Buzhardt's office).
(1218)
Transcription of Tapes Requested by Jaworski: Woods used the
Secret Service machine to play tapes the President requested
her to transcribe for him, the tapes requested in the letter signed
by Jaworski. These tapes were original tapes from the White House
vault. These tapes were in Woods' possession from the 19th (sic)
until she returned them to General Bennett this morning. I-loods
cannot identify these tapes by date.
She cannot tell if they were
the tapes of April 16 and 18 and June 4, 1973. She did nothing
about the April 16 conversation between Dean and the President.
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That was typed before.

She worked on two tapes last week.

(1217-1220)

June 20th Tape: Woods liste ned to a copy of ' the June 20th
tape tlvice last week, with !-ir. rillyne always present. Buzhardt
was not present. Woods guesses it is an excerpt from a copy.
She cannot recall wHether the whole conversation was on the
excerpt or copy she got from Buzhardt. Woods thought the tape
was short. She listened to part of the tape. We (sic) listened
to the ending of Mr. Ehrlichman talking with the President to
try to find out for sure when Haldeman entered the room and when
Ehrlichman left. She listened to 10 or 15 minutes of conversation
last week, a couple of minutes between the President and Ehrlichman,
three or four between the President and Haldeman. Contents of
the tape were the same as she heard September 29 although she heard
more on September 29. (1220-1222)
Convers ation between Haldeman, Ehrlichman and the President
on June 20th Tape : Woods does not recall testi fy ing that tape/
meeting? began with Haldeman, Ehrlichman and the President
speaking all at once. Woods has no present recollection whether
she heard all three at the beginning.
Referring to Woods prior
testimony (p. 840) of three talking at once, Woods state s that
she didn't identify the three voices as Ehrlichman, Haldeman
and the President. The first part of the June 20 tape that was
marked for Woods to start typing on.l not the first part of the
tape , was Ehrlichman talking to the President. A phone call was
made at that time.
The President (in September at Camp David)
listened to different parts of the tape, pushing the button
back and forth. Which three voices (he heard) 1'100ds cannot tell.
(1222-1226)
Transcribing June 20 Tape: Woods didn't play the entire
conversation through fr om b e ginning to end without stopp ing.
She
stopped every few words to type.
She do esn ' t know how much of the
tape she listened to the first time she had the tape on the
machine on Septenilie r 29th.
If the tape quality was good and she
could hear a full sentence, she listened to a full sentence. If
it was bad, she wen t back and forth three or four times to get a
word.
She listened to half a minute or a minute at a time.
The
first voice was either the President ' s of Ehrlichman 's. (1226)
(Page 1228 missing)
The first part of the conversation was between Ehrlichman
and the President.
It lasted about 55 minutes, the transcript
It involved only the Pr esident a nd
or gist took about 67 pages.
, Mr. Ehrlichman and a telephone call .
Woods finished typing the (Ehrlichman-Nixon) portion of the
tape October 1 when she returned from Camp David. She did not
type the Haldeman-Nixon conversation.
She lis'tened to two or
three minutes of the Haldeman-Nixon conversation to a point
where she knew it was Haldeman because they were talking about
scheduling.

(1226-1230)
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r700ds Did Not Type Haldeman-Nixon Conversation: Woods did not
believe the President had requested that she type the HaldemanNixon conversation as the President's counsel ha d told him that
that portion was not subpoenaed. All of us (sic) were convinced
that the wording of the subpoena did not call for the conversation
of each individual, but only if they were all three there or
some such technical thing. (1230)
Call from Haig at Camp David: Yloods knows she got a call at
Camp David on September 29 at 10:10 a.m. from Haig telling her
that he had been told by counsel that ~he Haldeman-Nixon) part
was not subpoenaed. Haig called her so that she wouldn't bother
typing up something she didn't have to.
The call was almost immediately after Woods arrived at Camp David. Haig checked the time of
the call for Woods yesterday. (1230-1231)
Exclusion of Haldeman-Nixon Conversation from Subpo ena : The
President told Woods that the Counsel had told him the HaldemanNixon conversation was not subpoenaed. Woods assumes Nixon referred
to Buzhardt. Woods did not talk to Buzhardt herself. Woods does
not remember who offered her the explanation that only portions
involving Haldeman, Ehrlichman and the President were included
within the subpoena.
She doesn't recall if the explanation was
given before or after she typed the conversation. When Woods
testified she was under the impression that the Haldeman part of
the tape was not subpoenaed. She had the explanation prior to
her testimony. (1231-1234)
Persons Woods Talked to About What She Was to T~: Bull
marked where Woods was to start typlng. The Presldent asked
her to type them. Haig told her the second part was not subpoenaed .
Woods was just told to type what was marked. (1232-1233)
Nixon Liste ned to Portions of Tape: Woods affirms that the
portion of the tape the President listened to involved three
voices. Nixon moved the buttons back and forth to hear parts of
the tape. The day (June 20) did not start \vi th John Ehrlichman.
Nixon held one earphone up to hi s ear. Woods could not hear
what Nixon was listening to. Nixon mentioned hearing three
voices and that he didn't see how Woods was getting any of it. Nixon
did not identify who the speakers were. He listened to the tape
for just a few minutes. He rema ined at he r cabin for about 5 or
10 minutes. It could not have been as much as an hour or several
hours. The President did not work with Woods in listening to
these tapes. (1234-1236)

- 5 Length of Meeting on Tape: Woods remembers that the part of
the tape she listened to lasted 55 minutes. She does not recall
previously testifying that the meeting lasted two or three hours.
(Testimony on p. 830 of earlier hearing quoted.) (1236-1237)
Haig Call: The Haig call to Woods was not a response to
Woods to a call originally (?made by Woods). The President
came ~o her cabin after the Haig call. (1238)
Haldeman - Nixon Portion of Tap e: First Woods answers she
did not listen to the Haldeman-Nixon portion of the tape while
she was playing it at Camp David. She then states she listened
to the first part of it so that she could be sure that Ehrlichman
was gone from the room because there was no slamming of the door
or anything. Woods listened only until they were talking about
Ely, Nevada where Mrs. Nixon was born. (1238-1239)
Exhibit 61: Haldeman's Notes of June 20, 1972 Meeting:
Haldeman's notes of the meeting, two pages on yellow sheets are
marked as Exhibit 61. (1239)
Exhibits 59 and 60 are offered into evidence:

(1239)

Bench Conference: Conference at the bench was held
concerning a problem raised by Garment of utilizing material
subpoenaed by the Grand Jury in a public hearing.
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Afternoon Session
The Court stated that 10 full reels of tape had bee n
turned over voluntarily by the President.
In addition to
those with 7 subpoenaed conversation, 3 others were turned
over in order to dete~ine the absence of 2 subpoenaed
conversations. (1241)
Feldbaum arrived after the proceedings were ready to
start, so a recess was taken to unseal the tapes. (1241)
Questions of Rosemary Woods by Volner (direct continued)
The foot pedal and the earphones of the Uher recorder
are marked exhibits 60A and 60B and received into evidence.
(1242)
Woods has been told that the conversation she took down
between Nixon and Ehrlichman from the June 20 tape lasted
55 minutes . She has no recollection of the time: but
says it seemed like 2 or 3· days or months . She first states
she can not remember when or who told her it was 55 minutes.
Later she states she was told after her testimony on November 8.
(12 43- 1244)
The conversation Woods listened to included Ehr~icr~an
and Nixon.
A phone call was placed to Ed Hartin at some
point.
Later Haldeman came in and it was not clear that
Ehrlichman left.
She never heard Ehr li chman , Nixon and
Haldeman speaking at the same time. (1245)
Woods first listened to the part of the conversation with
Haldeman on October 1 at the l'1hi te House . She no longer
was using the machine that vIas at Camp David , but \,as using
Exhibit 60, the Uher machine. (1246)
Steve Bull had a list of the tapes and which portions
to mark.
General Haig talked to Woods directly (10:10 a . m.)
about which portion of the June 20 tape was to be marked.
Woods is not sure how that message was relayed to Bull . (1247)
Bull marked the beginnings. of conversations with ",hite
ta pe , but the endings were not always marked.
Often Woods
would listen for a goodbye, a door slam , etc. (12 48)
l'loods saw a copy of the subpoena at Camp David but is
not sure if she read it .
She did not have a copy of the
president's daily diary or Haldeman 's notes, or anyones notes
at all while she was working on the tapes. (1248-1249)
Woods saw Haldeman's notes being brought to Nixon in
Nixon's office, but did not read them.
[Rhyne interjects

- 7 that he read them.]

(1249-1250)

Woods remembers the tape boxes at Camp David being
similar in shape and size to a box she had in court with
her. The box in court contained a portion of a copy of the
June 20 tape. (1250-1251)
[Volner reads the exact contents
on the back of the box.]
Woods listened to the copy of the portion of the June 20
tape \vi th Rhyne and his son the previous weekend . The tape
contained Haldeman's and Nixon's voices and the blank
portion. (1242)
It begins with the last portion of Ehrlichman
and Nixon's conversation. (1252-1253)
Woods thinks the tapes boxes she had at Camp David were
the same type but cannot swear that they were identical . She
does not know if all the boxes had printed lines and a written
portion with a Time Chart . (1254-1255)
She does not remember
any blank boxes. (1255)
Woods has not played the original June 20 tape since
October 1. (1255 - 1256) The original was in Woods' possession
until she turned it over to Bennett. She took it with the
others to Key Biscayne. All the tapes were in a safe with
Secret Service men guarding it 24 hours a day . (1256)
Woods and Bull had access to the safe . Noods assumes
that a technician would have set up the safe but does not
know who the technician was . (1256)
Woods remembers Haig's calIon September 29. After
showing Haig her note on the call, Haig ' s office pinpoi nted
the time at 10:10 a.m. The note is marked exhibit 62. (1257)
The note (exhibit 62) was typed immediately after the
Haig-Woods conversation.
It does not refresh Woods' recollection
about who placed the call. She assumes Haig called because
she had no re as on to ask the question. The handwritt en
portion was added November 23 or 24 when Haig told Noods the
time of the call. (1258)
The note was kept in a folder in Woods' safe along with
the tapes.
After removing notes that were not kept in this
folder,originally, the folder and the contents we~e marked as
exhibits 64-68. (1259-1261)
Offer of exhibits 64-68 was withdrawn and 62 and 63 are
received without objection . . (1261)
Haig told Woods that a mistake had been made and the
Haldeman portion of the tape had no t been subpoenaed,
Sne
received no other instructions about the tape , (1262 )

"
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Woods says she never said that only 3-way conversations
were to be taken down.
Her reference to 3 people \vas when
Nixon came into the room and pushed the buttons back and
forth listening to various parts . She did not hear 3 people
talking on the June 20 tape. (1262-1263) Woods is not sure
when Ehrlichman left. (1264)
Prior to Haig's instructions that there had been a
mistake about the Haldeman port ion, Woods had not idea \vhich
tapes were subpoenaed.
She was waiting for Bull to mark the
tapes for her to type. At some point she passed along Haig's
message to Bull, by showing him her note. (1265)
Woods didn't look at the subpoena before going to Camp
David. (1266)
Volner reads Exhibit 62, Woods' note.
It says Cox was
confus ed in his request and that all that is wanted is the
Ehrlichman/Nixon portion from 10:25 to 11:20. (1266-1267)
On October 1, Woods was just finishing the Ehrlichman
portion and listened to a few minutes of the Haldeman portion.
After a conversation about El y , Nevada and scheduling, Woods
answered her phone . At tha t time she pushed the record button
and held her foot on the foot pedal. She thought it was 4 or
5 minutes. (1267-126 8)
Woods went to see Nixon abo ut her mistake as soon as he
was free.
Nixon told her there was no probl em since it was
not a subpoenaed tape. Woods doesn't know if she talked
again with Nixon that day. (1268)
Woods .did not listen to any portion of the tape that she
erased. A shrill noise follow ed the Ely,Nevada conversation .
After the noise, there was something about the Democratic
convention or seating delegates. (12 68)
Woods explains that she was tired from the \veekend and
the White House was very busy that day.
She was trying to
determine if Ehrlichman had left the room during the Ely
conver sation when the phone rang. (12 69)
Woods doesn't know who she talked to and thinks it ',va s
only 4-5 minutes, no t l8~ minutes.
She admits, however , that
her judgment of time is bad.
She does not keep a phone log.
Woods has 9 phone lines , some private , some intercoms . (12691970)
Woods had no other equipment besides the Uher mach in e ,
2 earphones, and foot pedal. (1271)
Woods pushed the recor d button which is beside the stop
button.
She did not hold the record button down, but must have
kept her foot on the foot pedal. (1271-1 2 72)
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Woods can't remember if she had only listened to the
Ely conversation or if she had also typed it. She has not
se en her transcript since she gave it to Nixon on October l.
(1272)
After seeing the record button pushed down, Ivoods pushed
the return button back to the Ely conversation again.
She
then heard the noise. (1272)
The court inquires about Woods' testimony of November 8.
Volner acknowledges that the focus of that testimony was what
Woods did at Camp David, but the testimony will reflect that
Woods said she never touched the side of the machine where
the record button was located. (1273)
Woods says her previous testimony was such because she
did not think the portion she erased was subpoenaed. (1273)
Woods never heard this shrill noise on any other tape.
She only heard it after turning the machine back and playing
the part again.
She did not listen through the entire 18
minute noise on October 1. (1274-1275)
When Woods told Nixon about her mistake no one else was
present.
She did not report it to anyone else. (1276)
Woods doesn't rec a ll being asked whether she changed
or altered any of the tapes during her November 8 testimony.
Woods replies to the Court's question about the importance of
this issue by saying she was petrified before and she only
thought they were talking about subpoenaed tapes. (1276)
Volner reads Woods testimony about not editing or changing
the substance of the transcript. At the Court's suggestion
Volner reads the transcript which says Wood s was very careful
and didn't touch the record button. Asked what precautions
she used, Woods says she used h e r head.

,1
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- 10 After recess - 4 p.m. Mrs. Volner continues direct
examination of Miss Woods.
Rhyne said that just before the break he objected that
the transcript was read and it is only fair that 'voods be
allowed to comment.
Sirica said he would h~ar Woods' explanation
if she had one. Woods said that she worked very hard over
the long weekend . The black machine she used at Camp David
had a red reverse-dictate or whatever it's cal l ed, and the
other machine is all on one line. She sounded cockey when
she said she used her head because she was nervous.
She thinks
she does try to use her head mostly, but, like other people ,
sometimes doesn't do everything perfectly. (1292)
On the other machine the stop and record are together.
She probably gets 50 to 60 calls a day in the middle of doing
this work and she worked all weekend and was exhausted. She
can offer no excuse for this.
She never heard any words on
that tape so she called it a gap . She heard or read in t h e
paper the \vord erase.
She never heard any words on that part
of the tape that is missing.
She is sorry.
She knows that
everybody told her, but it was on the black machine that she
worked for 27 or 29 hours at Cal!\p David and then went to \vork
on the different one.
She just wanted to make that explanation.
After she discovered her error, just as soon as she saw
Nixon's office was empty , she re~~t~4~ the e rror to him.
There
is a light on her desk that showsii'ihxon is alone or not.
She
went in and told Nixon that as he knew she worked very hard.
(1293)
She said she was terr.ibly embarrassed and didn't know
what had happened,
but after she finished talking on the phone
she went back to Ely and tried to listen (to the tape) a little
further and there was nothing.
She never heard anything on
that part (of the ta pe ).
She told Nixon her recollection was
th at the phone call, she gets 50 or 60 a day, was five and a
half minutes at the most.
That is the best she can say.
She
didn't tell Nixon anything else.
She told him \vhile she \vas
explaining that she either (sic) kep t her foot on the pedal
because she reached around and grabbed her phone, which has
one of those long things on it, and t a lked and opened lette rs
and things while listening to people . She could easily have
kept her foot on the pedal.
The li d on the grey machine h ad
to stay down because the desk holding her typevlriter and the
machine was not wide.
The lid had to stay down and you could
not \vatch the tape run.
Whether there Ivas ever anything on it,
she does not know. (1294)
When she ·hung up the phone she does not know if she took
her foot off the foot pedal.
She doesn't remember I-ihethe r the
start button was down.
Part of the time she used the start
button and foot peda l to see if she could bring in (the sound)
clearly.
It was difficult to hear . She kept changing the
ton e , using the foot pedal, earplugs , sometimes both, sometimes
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one.
You can do both, press the listen button (and the foot
peda l) and get better quality . She is not sure if she did
both.
She knows the record button was down.
Whether she had
the record buttonJ she doesn't know.
She knO\"s many time s
while typing the other tapes she had both down. She would
be sure she would immediately take her foot off the pedal
when she hung up the phone and noticed the record button down.
(1295)
She was start led. Within five to fifteen minutes
after she hung up the telephone, as soon as the light went
out and she salY whoeve r was visiting Nixon lYas gone, she
rel ated a ll this to him.
She hasn't any idea i s she sat lYith
her foot on the pedal for that fifteen minutes . If she knew
she would say.
Your foot could be on that pedal and you co uld
have i t on both the forward and back and get clearer off
the tape actually (Slt.).
The first thing Ni xon said to l'ioods was don 't worry abo ut
it; it' s not one of the s ubpoenaed tapes .
It's too bad, but
don '. t worry about it.
In response to Volner's quest i on whe ther Woods had told
Nixon it was the Ha l deman portion of the tape. Woods said
she didn't know what it was ; it was the start of t he Haldeman
tape , yes. (129 6 )
Nixon knew it was not one of the subpoenaed tapes because
his counsel had told him. Woods doesn 't knolY \"hen.
Nixon
asked what the content of the erased portion was and Woods
said she heard nothing. He asked what the content lYas prior
to the erasure and she told him i t was on scheduling, whether
they would go to North or South Dakota or Ely . He d i dn't
ask what the content was following the erasure (because) she
had been on the phone only a few minutes and never heard the
whole thing until she listened to it with the Rhynes the
other day. (1 297)
Nixon has not talked with Woods about the erasure s i nce
October 1 , except that she told him a couple of t i mes that she
is terribly sorry, particularly when she read in the papers
that it lYas a Haldeman part and that there was such an upset
about it. Woods lYill call it a gap and Volner can call it an
erasure. Woods doesn ' t like to admit being wrong and doesn't
think she can admit to being IYrong (because) she can ' t swear
t here ever was anything on that tape. That i s \,'hy she is
r eferr i ng to it as a gap . She says she did push down the
r ecord button, but doesn 't renember if she had her foot on the
pedal and if she didn 't, it wo ul dn 't move. The machine would
have to move t o erase.
No one, including Nixon , advised Woods not to mention this
when she testified on November 8 . She didn ' t ask Nixon i.f she
should mention it.
She thought they were talking about tapes
which were not subpoenaed . (1298)
She didn't realize when she
was questioned about any accidental mis haps to tapes she

,
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- 12 listened to because it was her first experience in Court
and she thought the people doing the questioning would
bring it up.
In response to Volner's question whether Powers didn't
go over this with Woods before she testified on November 8,
Woods says Volner is talking about a completely different
tape which Buzhardt talked about. They brought in the
wrong one on Dean. Powers didn't go over the June 20 tape
with Woods. Nobody went over it with her. Woods doesn't
recall that Powers asked in her direct testimony whether she
had ever altered any tape. She didn't alter it if he did
ask.
(She doesn't consider erasing a portion of the tape
altering because) she hasn't heard anything on it to know that
she erased it.
She told Nixon she had made a mistake in
having the record button down. (1299)
There \wuld be no
effect in having the record button down if she didn't have
her foot on the pedal and she went in to tell Nixon and she
could go back and check.
She didn't edit or change what was
on the tape.
She doesn't remember Powers asking is she had
edited or changed what was on the tape. Even though she
didn't edit or change she reported to Nixon because she alwavs
reported anything that might have problems to him.
She
realized there was a gap in the tape and she might have caused
it . She wasn't and isn't sure she caused it.
Volner offers Exhibit 61.

(1300)

Saturday or Sunday of this week Woods didn't listen to
the full tape, but did listen to the full tone, 18 minutes
or whatever it is . After the tone, conversation began with
something about delegates or Democratic Convention. To her
recollection it didn't pick up with discussion about SALT
talks.
Volner says Woods said the last thing she heard was
the Ely conversation. Woods doesn't recall heari ng anything
about Haldeman going to Cal ifornia with Pat Nixon or Nixon.
Hoods wasn't paying attention to the first thing she heard
when the buzz ended on Saturday . She recalls that it was
(1301) something about delegates, conve ntion, or Democratic
convention. That is as far as she listened. She didn't
listen to the end of the Haldeman tape.
It had already been
copied to be turned in and she didn't ne ed to hear it .
Volner introduces Exhibit 61 and it was received in
evidence .
(1302)
Volner described Exhibit 61 and began to
draw conclusions that according to Haldeman's notes the
portion of the tape obliterated is the portion related to
Watergate. Nothing prior or subsequent to that was erased
from the tape.
After objections were made (1303-1306) Sirica
said the exhibit would speak for itself and Volner read the
relevant portion into the record . (1307-1308)
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- 13 Volner gave Woods Exhibit 60, 60A, and 60B (tape re c order,
foot pedal and earphones) and asked if that was how t h e
machine was on October 1, 1973. Woods said the reco rd button
was down when she discovered something was wrong. Prior to
that the foot pedal was attached to "micro remote control".
(1308) The earphones may have been attached to "earphones" .
Sometime during that day she used the earphones. The typewriter sat on the left.
If the top of the machine was up,
the typewriter carriage hit it every time it came across so
you had to work with it down. (1309) Normally Woods typed
and listened to the tapes at the same time. If you want to
listen (without the earphones) you unplug them and when the
machine is on start you can hear it through the microphones.
The quality was so poor she tried it with the plugs in and
out and sometimes with the foot pedal and start button down
at the same time.
You push the same button whether the
earphones are in or out.
If you put the earphones in you
cannot hear out of the machine. The other three outlets on
the machine were not used. (1310) Woods only got (the
earphones and foot pedal) and only used two outlets (on the
machine.)
The other side (of the machine) has no outlets,
just the (speaker).
On October 1 she used the tone and volume dials. The
only button you need depressed to listen is the one marked
start and it would play forward.
You stop it by hitting the
button marked stop, (1311) which is right beside the record
button.
It is a little darker gray. On the black machine
the record button ,vas red.
Here it is dark gray and all the
other button are light gray.
The foot pedal would also control start and stop and Woods
used it for that purpose part of the time. The foot pedal
would make the tape go forward and reverse so you could listen
to the portion you already hea rd, but it doesn't go back as
fast as if you use the keys.
On October 1 Woods used the
foot pedal and buttons for forward, backward, and stop, but "hen
she got off the phone the r ecord button was down. She worked
several hours that day on it. (1312)
To make it go forward and reverse slow enough to type it
you use the foot pedal.
Sometimes the start button with the
foot pedal makes it sound loud er.
Woods hasn't the slightest idea hOI" the machine was ,.,hen
the telephone r ang . She was listening to it when the tele phone
rang. To listen she would not necess ar ily have h ad the start
button pushed down.
She could have star-ted it with h e r foot.
If no buttons were pushed down, pushing on the foot pedal would
give you sound. Woods recalls she could start the machine
simply by using the foot pedal. (1313)
She thinks she may
have put her foot on the pedal because she did t hat a few times
when she was on the phone. You get back maybe a page in your
typing because there is a b ackwa rd button on the foot pedal
and it's .e asy to have your foot on both forward and reverse
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at the same time. This messes it up by going forward or
backward depending on where your foot is heavier.
It messes
up your place on the tape, not th e tape itself.
It doesn't
take anything off . (1314)
After the telephone call th e
record button which is the same color as all the others except
the dark gray start button, was down. She doesn 't know
if any other buttons were down.
She assumes her foot was
on the pedal because she backed up .
It' isn't possible that
she put her foot on the pedal when she realized what she had
done. She did not do anything deliberately. Her foot could
have been on the pedal, but she did not put it there deliberately
and try to go fon... ard and erase.
If she took (her foot) off,
it had to be there through the phone conversation, but she
doesn't know.
She reached back and leaned off her chair to
pick up the phone . She could have kept her foot on the pedal
and picked up the phone .
After she hung up she doesn 't know hOI.,. soon she realized
the record button was on.
She supposes it was the minutes she
looked at the machine. At that moment she shut off the
machine then moved the tape back so she could hear \.,.here she
was when she went on the phone . (1316)
She back-tracked about
five and a half or six minutes, probably further than the
poin t \... here she had been when the phone rang.
Then with
earphones on she pushed a button so she could hear it play
forward.
Then she put her foot on the pedal. She doesn't
know if she pushed the start button.
She mi ght have . She
would have to hear the click to say how good or bad. (1317)
She listened to what she heard b e fore the phone rang and
continued and heard the buzz.
She listened to the buzz for
a few minutes, maybe three or four minutes, not the full
length of the time she believed she had the record button
down.
All she had to hear \... as the first buzz and it scared
her. Then she shut it off, waited until Nixon was free and
went in and talked to him.
Woods never heard anything from the portion of the tape she
erased.
She doesn't know she erased it.
She hasn't heard
any portion that isn't the re. (1318)·
This telephone call was maybe the 45th, 50th, or 60th
Woods received.
She hopes this was the first time she pushed
the record button.
She never pushed the record button at
any other time.
She had the machine cl eaned and, I-Ihen the y
were trying to bring up the quality of the machine, h ad
the record and dictate locked.
She wil l have to ask the date.
It was after her testimony in Court . She will have to ask
the people who d id it to find out the date. (1319)
Woods pushed the button when she p icked up the telephone
becaus e normall y if she had start on she would push stop so
the machine wouldn ' t run on .
It does not help the tapes to
have them get overheated .
If she h ad taken her foot off the
foot pedal the machine probably would have stopped . She

,
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doesn't know why she pushed the button.
She's done it
both ways.
She pushed buttons forward and backward.
This
isn't just one tape she worked on.
Woods didn't make a transcript of this.
She hasn't seen
the typed notes since she gave them to Nixon.
She doesn't
know (what) they typed. (1320)
Garment said Buzhardt wou l d be delivering a copy of the
transcript tomorrow (November 27).
Nixon didn't ask to listen to what Woods had done.
He
didn't listen to the June 20 tape in front of Woods at any
time other than on September 29 at Camp David. At Camp David
he listen ed to very sma ll parts of it and maybe not even the
Ehrlichman -Haldeman testimony. (1321)
He listened to two
or thr ee parts and skipped around . On October 1 when Ivoods
report ed what was missing he did not indicate that he had
already heard that portion . Woods doesn't know how many
portions of the tape Nixon listened to on September 29
and would have to look on logs to see how long he was over
there.
He talked to Bull a fe\~ minutes and talked to Woods.
He listened and sympathized with their having to do this job
on a beautiful day but he didn't li sten to any long full tape.
There was no discussion of Watergate during the portion
of the Nixon-Haldeman conversation Woods listened to.
There
was no discussion of Ivatergate with Ehrlichman . (1322)
Woods
heard no discussion of Watergate on the June 20 tape before
or after the buzz.
Woods has never discussed the contents of the June 20
tape or any other tape with Nixon.
When she finished what
she calls the gist of the tapes she turned the only co py she
made over to Nixon or with anyone else. (1323)
Woods has asked lots of people what might have caused the
gap in the June 20 tape, whether it could have been a malfunction or whetl;l.er the tape could have been "Trong in the first
place.
She discussed it with friends , people who use tape
machines a lot and who many times think they h av e a whole tape
and have nothing.
She refused to give the names of people she had discussed i t with and at the bench Sirica asked
Volner to narrow the question down. (1324-1326)
Woods has spoken with no one at the White House concerning
how the gap may have developed except to tell Nixon something
h ad happened.
She talked with secretaries who are not in
this area and who know these machines and with her attorney .
She doesn't believe she talked to Buzhardt about how it
happened.
She does.n't knmv whether Nixon did .
She has talked
with Buzhardt many times since October 1, but not about this
accident. (1327)
Woods doesn ' t b elieve that she reported to

- 16 Buzhardt that she pushed the record button and heard an
audible tone following that, but if Buzhardt says she did ma ybe
she did.
She doesn't know.
She just knows she told Nixon.
She doesn't recall that she talked about the gap with anyone
at the White House or counsel's office. She thinks Nixon
talked with everybody there.
She talked briefly with Buzhardt, Powers and Garment
about her testimony preceding November 8.
(1328)
She didn 't
speak with them all at the same time follO\~ing her testimony .
Powers has been ill.
She hasn't talked to anyone in the
couns el's office since her November 8 testimony except to
return some tapes.
She calls them on various things but
has not discussed her November 8 testimony. She didn't think
it was necessary. (1329)
Besides her attorney and Nixon she
has not talked to anyone connected with the White House or
White House counsel's office about this accident.
In
preparation for her November 8 testimony she talked with Garment,
Powers and Buzhardt . She has no need to talk with them about
I
her testimony on that date.
She has not talked to them
prior to today about the gap in the tape.
She talked to
Rhyne and his son.
She has not talked with any of the Wh ite
House counsel in preparation for her testimony today.

I

Cou.t't via s adjourned until 10: 00 November 27.
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WOODS' TESTIMONY - 11/27/73

"

Re Exhibits 64, 65, 66, 67, 68
Woods did not type this document. Woods believes Bull
typed it. Exhibits 64, 65, 66, 67, and 68 are a ll Bull's
notes. Woods assumes Bull gave Woods Exhibit 64 when Woods
returned from Camp David. Woods has no definite date as to when
Woods received Exhibit 64. These documents were put in the safe
after returning from Camp David and have not been removed from
the safe except to bring to court. (1334-1335)
Re Exhibit 64
Exhibit 64 concerns Bull's explanation of the unavailability
of the April 15 tape of the conversation between Nixon and
Dean. (Volner reads Exhibit 64).
(1336-1338)
Re Exhibits 65, 66, 67, and 68
Exhibit 65 is notes which Bull kept for himself. Woods did
not discuss the notes with Bull. Woods knew the documents were
in Woods' safe but did not look at them. Woods had no reason
to look at them because on each tape box Bull had (pl a ced)
the same instructions which were on a white pi ece of paper and on
those which BulJ knew, contained the op ening statement of a
conversation. Exhibits 65 through 68 indicate the meter reading
on some machines. All the machines do not read the same when
the tape is turned back. Bull confirmed this to Woods. (Volner
reads Exhibits 65, 66, and 67~
Woods never showed these documents to Nixon nor to anyone
in the White House counsels staff. Woods does not know the la test
date that these documents \~ere put in Woods' safe but thinks it
was shortly after Camp David. (1338-1342)
Woods' Telephone
The calls that come to Woods through the switchboard are
screened but there are quite a few private lines that corne in
which are not screened. Woods does not know whether 11hi te House
operators keep logs of Woods' calls. Woods' secretaries do not
know of some of the calls Woods has because of Woods' three or
four private lines which Woods answers herself. Woods' secretaries
do not keep a log of calls that Woods personally picks up.
The
secretaries do not keep a log, but may make a note if Woods is
not there to ask Woods to return a call. Othen~ise Woods'
secretaries merely buzz and say who is on the line. (1342-1343)
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Re Exhibits 65-68
Each note of Bull's that is marked good quality is of a
tape from the Oval Office. (1343)
october 1:

Woods' Office

Woods used the Uher machine in Woods' office in the White
House. Normally there is room on the table for the typewriter
and paper. Woods' desk is perpendicular to the typing desk .
. Woods' typewriter is an IBM electric. On Woods' desk were
kept a stapler, quite a fe\v pens, two in-boxes and two out-boxes.
The telephone is in the left corner of the desk which would be
the furthest corner from the typing table. Woods has one telephone
with nine or ten lines on it. The phone is a call director.
There is one lamp on the desk, a small tensil lamp which is a
high intensity lamp. The typewriter was to the left of the
recording machine. Woods was working on it for several hours
intermittently throughout October 1. The foot pedal was
over on the left out from under the stand, toward Woods' left
side. Woods was using her left foot which Woods normally
uses for foot pedals even though she is not a lefty. (1343-1346)
On October 1, the tape was playing and the telephone rang
between 1:00 or 1:30 and 2:00. Woods thinks she still has the
same type\"ri ter. (1346)
Bench Discussion on WSPF's Technical Expert and on Question of
Bringing Woods' Desk, etc . to Court (1346-1353)
Exhibit 63
(Volner and Rhyne agree both the box and the reel are in
evidence.)
(1355-1356)
October 1:

Woods ' Office

Woods was wearing an earphone prior to the telephone call.
Woods did not leave the ear phones on during the call . Prior
to phone call, Woods had left foot on forward and start button
depressed and the machine going forward. The top of machine
was down because the carriage on the typewriter would hit it
otherwise. Woods doesn ' t believe she had occasion \"here the
typewriter carriage hit the top of the machine . Woods had occasion
to open the machine to take it (a reel) off but usually did not
open it to look at a tape. Prior to the phone call, Woods probably
rewound the machine many times. To rewind, Woods pushed first
a backward button and then a stop button. Then Woods would
put the start button on again and put her foot down . Woods
normally kept her foot on the pedal and kept the start button on
because the sound was better. (1356-1359)
Woods kept the lid down so that she wouldn't hit it with her
typewriter and not so' that she wouldn't be able to see the tape.
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Woods did not remove the lid because there was enough junk
without the lid sitting around. (1359-1360)
When the phone rang, (Woods demonstrating), Woods
pushed the record button and took off the ·.earphones.
(During
demonstration, Woods lifts foot off pedal.)
(1360A-1360B)
Woods believes she pressed the record button and kept her foot
on forward for four and a half to five minutes. This is what
Woods told Nixon and this is still her belief.
(1360-B)
Woods did not push the record button before Woods took
the earphones but probably took the earphones off first if
bell was ringing. Woods assumes that she kept her foot on
forward position because if there was anything on the tape
is how it might have happened.

off
the
the
that

A~ter hanging up the phone, Woods saw the record button down.
Woods does not remember if the start button was still down.
Woods then re\~ound the tape using the button for rewind rather
than the foot pedal. The foo·t pedal is not as fast for rewinding
and Woods only very rarely used the foot pedal to re\~ind. 1100ds
cannot remember if she used the foot pedal for ~ewinding on
October 1. (1360B-1360D)

The Tone: October 1
Woods then heard part of the conversation concerning Ely ,
Nevada, and then heard the tone. This was the first time Woods
heard the tone.
The tone sounded shrill. Woods doesn't th ink
the tone was consistent. (1360D-1360E)

-
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Tuesday, November 27 (After Recess):
(Woods placed Exhibit 63, the tape, on Exhibit 60, the
machine. )
Woods had had the typewriter which she used on October 1
for a long time prior to October 1, but she has no idea how
long. She had the tensil lamp on her desk for 2 or 3 years
prior to October 1. (1361-1362)
When Woods first replayed the tape (the first portion of the
Nixon-Haldeman conversation) and first heard the buzz, she
listened for approximately 4 or 4 1/2 minutes. She dce s not
recall hearing anything except the buz z , and did not hea r
snatches of conversation intermittent with the buzz. ( 1362-1363)
;of

Woods assumes the machine would stop if her foot ',/as not on
the pedal, and she does not know if there is an alter~ate 0 to
record (without the p edat since she has never recorded. (1363)
(Rhyne comments that the microphone should be turT.ed off
so conditions will be exactly as they were in Woods' c!f ice,
but Volne r indicates that the tape will not be heard ~itho ut
the microphones.
The Court allows the microphones to ~e kept
on.) (1364-1365)
(The tape is played.)
The sound (on the Court-played taped) is a lot 1m-. :;,er than
that which Woods heard on October 1. She had liste n=1 to the
sound for 4 or 4 1/ 2, at the most 5 minutes , and fig ~=~d there
was either a malfunction in the tape or she had had t :.a button
down and taken off that portion of th e tape . Woods h a~ stopped
listening to the sound at the point she thought she r.c.-=(gotten off) the phone, and when she stopped li sten i n~ there
was still a continuing hum and she had no idea what t~is h~.
was followed by. When Woods went in to see Nixon she ~a d no
idea how much she had erased, and after Nixon told he= not to
worry about it she was not curious to find out how r:!:::.::h had
been erased since, if the t ape was not needed, she die no t need
to type it. (1365-1366)
Nixon did not ask Woods whether there was any addi-::ional
erasure which followed the 4 or 5 minutes Woods told :~m about.
(1366-1367)
~'loods first listened to all 18 1/4 minutes of eras-=e on
Sunday (November 25), and it was on the (Court-pl ayed ) tape
which had been given to Rhyne by the White House. (1 3c~)

Sunday was not the first time Woods had talked to ~hy ne:
she
had called and asked him to represent her late Thursca ; ', and met
wi th him around 11: 00 Fr iday . On Thursday af t ernoon, "iood shad
been told by Haig that none of the l'lhi te House lawyer s wou ld
come down to court with her, and Woods believes Haig t~d called
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Rhyne to say that Woods might be calling Rhyne. Woods has known
Rhyne a long time . Haig is the only person Wood s talked to
(about hiring a lawyer.) (1367-1368)
Garment had called Woods, probably on Wednesday, to tell her
that he had accepted a subpoena for her, which he was sending
over. Woods did not talk to Garment about her testimony, about
Woods getting a lawyer, or about the gap in the tape. (1369-1370)
Haig was probably the next person Woods spoke to (after
Garment) concerning the subpoena, and it was Haig who suggested
that she get an attorney of her Olvn.
Haig did not indicate
that he had talked to Nixon. (1370-1371)
Nixon and Haig, probably at the same time, but possibly
separately, told Woods about the discovery of the gap, which
had been discovered by Haig or Buzhardt when the duplicates of
the tapes Ivere made. This conversation occurred around 6:10,
6:15 or 6:30 p.m. in the Oval Office, on either the day when the
tapes were copied or the next day.
(Woods the n says it was the
evening of the day following the copying.)
When Nixon told Woods
about the discovery of the gap, Woods could not believe there was
something like that unless there was a tape malfunction. She
told Nixon that she did not think her hitting of the record
button caused the long gap, because she thinks she would have
remember ed that long a phone conversation.
Since Woods had
(on octobe r 1) told Nixon about her hitting the record button,
she did not in this conversation "go back over that again."
Woods does not know whether Haig Vias p resent through her entire
conversation with Nixon or if Haig came in during it. The
conversation was only a couple of minutes. (1372-1375)
Woods has not talked alone with Haig about the tape, except
on the phone when h e told h e r about gett ing a l awyer . She did
not discuss the substance of the gap (with Haig.) (1375)
(In response to the question of whether Woods h as talked
with anyone else concerning the gap), Woods th inks after the
gap occurred quite a few people around the White House knew it,
and she knows that Parker and Buzhardt were listening to tapes.
(1375-1376)
Woods was in the office when Haig brought Ha ldeman's notes
to Nixon, and although Woods does not recall pre~isely when
this occurred, it was probably that night (when Nixon told
Woods about the discovery of the gap) or the next day.
Haig hadapparently gone to vlherever all papers were stored, and as
Woods was leaving the office Haig said something to the effect
of here were the Haldeman notes. (137 5, 1376-1377)
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in Court
(Woods/removed the tape from the machine, placed the machine
in the record position, and the machine did not move at all . without
the foot pedal.)
(The following was demonstrated during the testimony):
As far as Woods knows, the machine moves forward on only
one speed. With the record button r e maining pushed, when Ivoods
takes her foot off the pedal the machine stops. The machine
will also record if the record and start buttons are pressed
simultaneously, and stopping it also takes two fingers at once.
Only one function will not make the machine go forward. Woods
many times does more than two things at once. (1378-1379)
(Volner notes that while the machine is recording, the
counter is moving; and Woods indicates that one would not be
looking at the machine if one were talking on the phone and
making notes. (1379»
(On Obtober 1): Woods held the phone on one ear. She got the
pad of paper from right besid'e the phone where she always keeps
it, and the pencil was right beside the pad.
She picked up both
the pad and pencil with one hand very easily, and with her other
hand she held the phone. (1379-1380)
She wrote on her Jap, and
says she takes dictation from Nixon with the pad on her lap.
(1380)
The desk is at a 90° angle from the typing desk and a
couple of inches higher than the typing desk. (1381)
(Volner
notices that, in addition to the counter moving on the machine,
there is a meter \qhich moves when the record button is on.
Woods says she can do two things at once but cannot take
shorthand, talk on the phone, and watch that meter. (1381-1382)
Woods cannot show in court exactly the position in which
(on October 1) she was taking notes while on the phone. (1382)
Woods' desk has a pUll-out drawer with a writing board, and she
recalls that (on October 1) she was taking notes eithe r on the
drawer or on her lap, since that is interchangeable.
She never
uses her hand to hold the phone besause she usually takes down
every phone calIon paper.
(1382-1383)
(The Court suggests having a picture taken of Woods' desk
and her room layout. )(1384)
Woods would not have been facing the phone or the typewriter
but instead would have been looking at the pad. She can
demonstrate this from a photograph. (1384)

TAPE HEARINGS BEFORE SIRICA
NOVE~1BER 28, 1973
ROSEMARY WOODS
Questions by Rhyne (cross)
Bench Conference:
Rhyne asked Sirica if Rhyne may publicly
object to the nature of the proceedings with Woods.
Sirica denied Rhyne's request, saying that he now
had the opportunity for questioning.
(1388)
Volner then asked that the circumstances
of the photographs of Woods' office be made clear.
Sirica decided that, in answer to the request by the press for a copy of the tape, that he
would tell them that the lawyers of the three parties
oppose this because the experts still have to examine
these tapes. (1389)
EXhibit #92
Rhyne read the subpoena that Woods had received from Garment. Woods was never told at any time
and did not understand from the words of the subpoena
that she was to produce any documents, machines, or
anything else to the Court. (1392)
At no time has White
House counsel offered Woods advice concerning her present
t.estimony, or request that she produce any materia l s in
Court. 0393)

1:1
I

Exhibit # 59 and Exhibit #60
It was Woods' own idea to produce in court the
black tape recorder that she used at Camp David and the
machine she first used on October 1. (1393 - 13 94)
Bench Conference:
Ben-Veniste wanted it clarified that the Special
Prosecutor's office had requested that the tape recorder
be made available i n Court, and that Buzhardt had told
him that it would be brought. Garment knew nothing about
this. Rhyne's intent is to show that Woods independently
brought machines to show the truth. Sirica decided that
Ben-Veniste could bring this out through Buzhardt later.
(1395-1397)
Exhibit 59-60
Bull delivered machine (Ex. 60)to Woods on the
morning of October 1. It came from the Techmical Services
Department. Woods set it up herself with no explanations
from any technician. (1397)
Bull helped her bring this and
Ex. 59 to Court. Woods never heard that Special Prosecutor or
anyone el se requested her to produce those machines. (1398)
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Exhibit #62, 64'166, 67, 68
Woods brought these documents to Court on
her own initiative because these were all of the documents
in her safe that related to the Current incident under
question. Woods purpose in producing materials was to
demonstrate to the Court how difficult and time-consuming
it was to transcribe the tapes . (1398-1401)
Camp David
Woods worked from about 10:30 a.m. on the 29th
to 3 a.m., then resumed work at 6 a.m. IDn the 30th,
working until about 4:30 p.m. After dinner with Nixons,
Woods returned to D. C.
(1401-02)
October 1
When Woods arrived at her office at 8:05, the
new machine (Ex. 60) was not there yet.
It came early
that morning. She used that machine for Ehrlichman
segment and all the rest of the tapes that she transcribed.
(1402)
When Woods said that it took 2 1/2 hours to conclude Ehrlichman segment of June tape, this is time away
from phone calls, correspondence and callers, and that
there were numerous phone calls that day. Woods was also
physically exhauSed .
(1403-~)
Woods never intended to use word "erase" in connection with any of tfie gap on this June 20 tape, because
she does not know if there was anyth ing there to erase.
(1404-5)
Exhibits #70 -92
The record shows tho se present when the photographs of Woods' office were taken by a White House
photographer. (1405-6)
Questions by Volner (redirect)
Rhyne stipulates (1) as to the size of Woods'
d esk : 6'1" length, approx . 3' in width, drawer on which
Woods may have written during phone conversation extends
1'8"; (2) other relevant measurements: Distance from
edge of Woods' typing table to edge of her desk= 2' and
they are at right angles. Her ~ephone is in left-hand
corner of the desk at the corner opposite the typing
tabl e . Typing table is 3' long and 1'8" wide. (1407-1409)
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Bench Conference:
Garment wanted Sirica to clarify from the bench
the fact that all three parties objected to g iving a
copy of the tape to the press. Sirica also decided upon
the procedure of making the photographs of Woods' office
available to the press. (1410-12)
At end of bench conference, Sirica announced
hi s reason for not giving out a copy of the tape , and
where the photographers could take their pictures of the
photographs. (1413)
~xhibits

#70 and 71
Woods described the difference in the conditions
of her office when the photographs were taken 'and on
October 1. The lid was not there on October 1, because
the typewriter carriage hits it as wel l as moving the
lamp . The regular lamp is not the tensor in the photo .
(1414-5)
Exhibit # 92
This photograph illustrates how Woods ' desk
looked on October 1, except for vase.
Woods assumes
the phone was in this position give or take one - half nc h,
because she pulls t he phone to the edge of a gold- rimmed
object on the desk every morning when she comes in .
Because they dust her office , she cannot be positive
about the position . (1416-1417)
Chair :

(Exhibits #92 and 87)
Woods needs to roll her chair from the position
in which she was typing in order to reach the telephone,
and her foot remained on the pedal. (1417 -1 8)

Pedal:

(Exhibits # 72 and 72)
The foot pedal shown in these photographs
is not the one Woods used on October 1. (1418-9)

Woods has had two lamps in her office for two
or three years, a tensor on her desk an d a lamp on
her typing title . (1419)
AnsIV'ering Phone
\'1oods answered the phone keeping foot on pedal ,
rolli ng back in chair , reaching for phone and pus hing down
th e button because it is the quickest way to take the notes .
out of all the tapes she typed, it is the only time she
left her foot on the pedal . (1419)
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Woods is unwilling to swear that she left her
foot on the foot pedal although it is "what everybody
thinks happened ... " (1420)
Woods is positive that she was not on the phone
for eighteen and one-half minutes.
She did tell the
President that she had found the record button down and
that she couldn't hear anything after the point she had
transcribed to. (1420)
Woods estimates that the phone call was between
4 1/2 to 5 minutes. Within seconds after the call,
Woods realized that the record button was down and she
immediately turned it off. (1421)
Woods does not know if anything was on the
tape before she pushed the record button. (1421)
After the tapes were duplicated (November 14)
Nixon told Woods that an 18 minute gap was discovered,
but she cannot swear to any exact conversation. (1422)
-[Objection by Rhyne as to what time period
is specified. After Rhyne sufficiently confuses the
witness, Volner gets her back to November 14]
Woods told Nixon that the gap was "terrible" and
she had "no explanation for it." She did not listen
past the 4 1/2 minutes because she was not asked to type
it. (1423)
On October I, Nixon told Woods not to worry
about the gap. On November 14, Woods said she was sorry
and that possibly there was a malfunctioned ta pe . (1424)
When \'loods was talking to Nixon (November 14),
Haig came in with Haldeman's notes. Woods left the room
then. (1425)
In answer to objec tion by Rhyne, Woods' testimony
is read where she said she was afraid she caused the gap.
(1426)
Woods first says she doesn't knOl, if Nixon
mentioned the two distinct tones but possibly Buzhardt
or Powers did.
She then changes to not believing he did
to finally saying he did inform her of the fact after
the duplication.
She doesn't know if Haig informed
her of the fact. (1426)
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In response to the Court's question , Woods
says she was using earphones at the time of the phone
call. She could hear a loud buzz even with the earphon ~ s
on. (1427-1 428)
Responding to further questions by the Court,
Woods said she had worked 29 hours at Camp David and
was very tired. She realized the importance of the wor %
and the necessity of concentration. She asked that
only essential calls corne to her office. (1428-1429)
Woods says she doesn't know if Nixon talked
to her about two tones.
(Third change in testimony
since 1426) (1430)
[Rhyne is worried that the questions are goi n~
toofast and can't be understood.
It is obvious that t h ~
problem is his, however, rather th an Woods'.J (1430)
Woods think s that either Buzhardt or Powers
mentioned the two tones while working in Bull's old of f;c e,
probably a day or two after the duplication. She did
not later discuss it with Nixon. (1431)
Woods told Buzhardt and Powers that she had
J told Nixon that she was afraid she had caused the gap
of 4 1/2 minutes. She didn't discuss the possibility o~
someone else causing the gap. They did tell her that
listening to the tapes was difficult and that they did n ' ~
unders tand how she did the job as well as she did. (14 3 : 1432)
Woods had custody of the tapes from Septembe r 29
to November 14, but they were in and out during that t i .11cc~ .
No one else had the combination to her safe . No one e l ~ ~
listened to any tyaes in her office and no one took th e~l
out. (1432-1433)
At· Camp David Steve Bull listened to enough
of the tapes to mark the conver s ations. When the conv e ~ 
sation of June 20 was on the machine, Nixon p layed par t ~
of it, seeing what a difficult job it was. Woods doe sn ' ~
know how long he listened or what parts he listened to.
(1433-1434)
When Nixon left Woods unplugged the earphone
and went back to work. She went back to the numb e r on
the machine where she had left off. She can't rememb e r
wheth er she had to rewind or go forward to get there.
(1435-1436)
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Woods has not discussed with Nixon or the
White House counsel who may have caused the 13 extra
minutes or gap or whether s he may have caused th e entire
18 minutes. She saw Buzhardt the day before, but did
not talk with him. (1436)
Woods has been told that the White House counsel
cannot represent her so she has not talked with them.
She may have spoke. wi th Buzhardt about the 4 1/2 minute
gap. (1436-1437)
In examining Photograph #78, Woods confirms
that her hand is on the chair with a pencil in it. She
claims she is not holding on (and wouldn't be able to
with the pencil), but does admit to at least balancing
with the hand. (1427-1438)
Woods says she would have shifted away from
the typing desk in reaching for her phone.
She had
a notebook by the phone that she used in her lap or on
the pullout desk extension. (1438)
Woods normally leaves her intercom button
down so that she can pick up the receiver without pushing
a button. She does have private lines and the direct
line to Nixon, however, that would require the pushing
of a button. (1439-1440)
Woods has no recollection of whether on
october 1, she received a call directly or through the
intercom. (1440)
Woods picks up the phone with her left hand,
she pushes the button with whichever hand is free . She
cannot remember how she did it on October 1. (1441)
the. phone.

Exhibits 78 and 92 both show Woods reaching for
(1442)

[Woods states that Volner asked her to pose
for #92 and Volner attempts to correct this misstatement.
Sirica makes his famous inappropriate remark about
"two ladies getting into an argument."l (1442Y
Woods says Exhibits 92, 85, 73, and (78) reflect
her stretching. She is reluctant to say her hand is
balancing on her chair in " each case. (1443-1444)
Woods says she was not asked to prove that
she could reach for the phone without balancing while
the photographers were in her office. (1445)
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Woods is sure she used her left foot on the
pedal she us ed on October 1.
It was a different pedal
for the photographs (and used on NBC the night before.)
(1445-1446)
[Ben-Veniste objects to Rhyne talking to
the witness.
Rhyne objects to the broad questions of
the location of Woods' feet when she was not asked
specifically to pose.] (1446)
Discussion between Rhyme, Court, and Volner
was about who directed the photographing. Conclusion
by the Court was to let the photographs speak for themselves. (1446-1447)
Woods again says Volner did make some statement about one of the pictures. Volner says her statement was that she did not care one way or the other if
Woods was in the picture. (1448)
Woods acknowledges that she practically panicked
and was scared when she heard the buzz. She realiz ed
that some "mistake had been made. (1449-1450)
Woods typed the suppoenaed tapes and one other
in respons e to Jaworski's lette r . She knows of no
other gaps although there were funny noises at times.
She has no knowledge, direct or indirect, of gaps from
other sources. (1450-1452)
Woods' typewriter and tensor lamp are marked
Exhibits 94 and 95 and rec e ived. (1462)
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BUZHARDT
Redirect by Ben-Veniste
September 28 Conversation with Haig
Haig, by phone, requested Buzhardt to prov ide
list of subpoenaed materials. Buzhardt sent a copy
of the subpoena to Haig for th e President. Buzhardt
does not recall sending subpoena to Haig previously, but
might have. Buzhardt was probably aware that President
intended to review t ape s. Bnzhardt has p inpointed this
date because f rom prev ious te st i mony he learned that
this was the date Bull had gotten sub poenaed tapes, so
Buzhardt check ed with Haig's telephone logs for Sept.
28 and 29. (1463-1467)
Prior to September 28
This September 28 conversation with Haig was rot
the first time Buzhardt had di scussed item lao of th e subpoena. (1463)
On one earlier occas~ion, Buzhardt had
prepared a list of tapes ' subpoenaed, both by grand jury
and by Senate Sele ct Committee. (1466)
September 29 Conver sation with Haig
Probably the day after September 28 Haig, by
phone, asked Buzhardt what specifica lly was covered by lao
of the subpoena and Buzhardt said it c overed the conversation betlveen the President and Ehrlichman a nd that there was
an error in assuming in th e subpoena th at Haldeman
attended the meeting. Buzhardt does not recall if Ha ig
prefaced his question wi th comment that peop l e were listening
to the tape or that there was some question of ambiguity
of if Haig said there was some q u estion or confusion or
uncertainty . Buzhardt do es not recall asking Haig why
he was making this inqully. (1467-1470)
Prior Discussions with Wright re Item lao
Buzhardt consulted with no one prior to giving
opinion to Haig about item lao Buzhardt worked with Wright
on litigati on over the tapes but does not rec a ll ever discussing item lao with Wright.
(1471)
Discussion with Nixon about Subpoena
Some time after Ehrlichrnan testified in the
Senate, maybe before or mayb e after August 13, but probably
not later than end of August, Buzhardt met with the President.
The President inqui red why certain items on the subpoe na
were subpoenaed.
The June 20 conversation was one of the
ones Nixon asked about and Buzhardt said he assumed they
wanted it because Ehrlichman had testi f ied that Watergate
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matter had been discussed. Buzhardt does not think
that another of his reasons as to why that conversation
was subpoenaed was the fact of the meetings of Nixon's
advisor s that morning. Buzhardt does not recall Nixon
voicing an opinion as to the accuracy of the subpoe~.
At this time Buzhardt consulted the subpoena but no
other sources and did not discuss the mat ter with Wright.
Buzhardt has made no attempt to determine the date of
this meeting from Nixon's log. (1471-1474)
Buzhardt vis-a-vis Wright
Buzhardt and Wright worked together in preparing arguments on the tapes, but Buzhardt did not
have greater access to the documentation. Buzhardt did
not know the basis for Wright's statement in argument
that one of the tapes contai ned national security information too sensitive to be r eveal ed to Wright. Nixon
had told Wright this but no one has told Buzhardt
what this was about. Buzhardt is quite sure some very
serious national security matters are on the tapes in the
Court's custody . (1475-1476)
Buzhardt 's Opinion re Subpoena
In advising Haig what was subpoenaed and what
was not, Buzhardt had subpoena in front of him and Buzhardt
consulted the source material from which the logs furnish ed
to the Prosecutor's office were prepared, which material
showed that the President met with Haldeman a f ew moments
after he met with Ehrlichman . During September, Buzhardt
was talking to Cox regarding subpoena and other matters
but it never occurred to Buzhardt to clarify with Cox
what the subpoena called for.
Buzhardt does not recall
the date the official logs of the President's Jun e 20 meetings
were provided to the Specia l Prosecutor's office. (1 4 77 -14 7 8 )
Exhibit 96 - Haldeman's Diary June 20, 1972
Received into evidence on prosecutor 's representation that it was furnished by Haldeman prior to Grand
Jury issuing subpoena. (1 478 -1479)
Exhibits 97 and 98 - Buzhardt l etters to Cox
Exhibit 97 was sent on July 25 with a large
enclosure, Exhibit 98, written on July 26; received into
evidence . Exhibit 97 enclosed logs of Ehrlichman meetings
with th e President, including June 20, 1972; Exhibit 98 is
same regarding Haldeman and contains meeting of June 20, 1972
between the President and Haldeman. Buzhardt has no knowledge that Prosecutor's office had these White House logs
prior to the time Buzhardt supplied them. Exhibit 96
appears to conflict with President ' s logs . (1480 - 1482)
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Exhibit 99 - August 13 Memorandum in S ';'::>port
Received into evidence ; Buz~a=d t is sure he
saw this about August 13. (1482-1483)
Interpretation of Subpoena Item lao
Exhibit 99, page 5, does no t show anything about
a clarification.
Paragraph beg ins " ro:e e -::i ng" singular.
12:45 p.m. coincides exactly with the ~me Haldeman left
the President's EOB office on June 20.
Pa ragraph at middle
of the page three does not indicate Ha~ieman joined
Ehrlichman-Nxon meeting. Buzhardt hac ~a d Exhibit 99
for about six weeks when Haig made _ ::":lquiry about
interpretation . Buzhardt read Court c':' Appeals October 12
decision.
Buzhardt's November 26 memc~andum indicate s
Buzhardt did not realiz e until Novembe~ 14 that conversation between Nixon and Haldeman on Ju~ ~ 20, 1972, was
rightfully included in the subpoena, t=~ Buzhardt thinks
it was not necessarily included and sa ~ s we decided to
supply it because Prosecutor's office ~e sired it.
Buzhardt
decided Prosecutor's office wanted i t ~ ~ t because Prosecutors
said anything on November 14 but beca~~e from very
careful reading of paragr aph 1, Buzha~ ~ ~ interpreted
prosecutors were attempting to expanc = '~poena from one
meeting to two. Al though under Bu zh a ~':' :: 's und e r s tanding tl,~ tthere was no meeting between the three ~n dividuals as
called for in the subpoena, Buzhardt c~5 not think he
should provide nothing bul~'wli's"< to proc-=-::e the most
nearly identifiable thing. (1483-148 7 )
Preparation to Reply to Subpoena
When ready to reply, Buzharc~ (and co-counsel-Powers) went into great detail to stuc: precis ely all information with regard to subpoena. T~::..s study did not
include Haldeman's logs, which he ha c -=:-=.ken with hi m;
Buzhardt was later furnish ed copies 0:: ::.hem but. neve r
examined them . Buzhardt started to ~c= k on index and
sununary on November 14, although he r.":'=~ t have done some
preliminary work sometime before then. (1487-1488)
Buzhardt does not recall sta ~ ng on November 5
that he was leaving court hearing to C2Y o te time to
preparation of index and summary. At ~~a t time , Buzhardt
was a witness. Before beginning anal ~~i s they had to set
up procedures for copying the origina: ~ape s.
They started

-
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the search for some of the documentation called for in
the subpoena, but Buzhardt does not remember when that
search began.
In the search, Buzhardt did not find
Haldeman's notes (Exhibit 61) immediately.
(1489-1490)
Finding Haldeman's Notes-Exhibit 61
Buzhardt first saw Exhibit 61 on November E or
16. They had not searched Haldeman's files at that point.
Although Buzhardt had asked Haig to search for some items,
he asked Hi~by and a secretary to search Haldeman's file.
Buzhardt asked Higby to begin search on the day Buzhardt
found out. No one had told Buzhardt the contents of those
notes (Exhibit 61) prior to November 15. Buzhardt went
with Higby to look for the notes but Higby did the searching.
A Secret Service agent accompanied them. Higby brought
the document to Buzhardt, Buzhardt identified it, Buzhardt
does not recall discussing it with Higby.
In the presence
of the Secret Service agent they made a copy and placed
the copy where the original had been. (1491-1492)
Procedures Regarding Files in Storage Room
In late Mayor early July, Buzhardt issued instructions to Sims that no documents were to be removed
from that storage room by anyone. When Buzhardt started
providing original documents to the Prosecutor's office
and others, he instructed that Secret Service keep a log
of all documents as they Ivere removed, by nature of documet, date, and person removing, and that copies immediately
be made and placed in the files. Buzhardt believes these
instructions have been followed in every case. Buzhardt
also had instructed that people were not to copy or
make notes of the things they were permitted to examine ,
and he thinks on one occas~ion a person did make some notes.
Buzhardt knows of no missing documents or documents
destroyed. (1492-1495)
Buzhardt-Powers Review Haldeman's Notes
After getting Exhibit 61 from Higby late in the
evening on 'November 15, Buzhardt and Powers examined the
notes. Buzhardt does not reca ll their conversation. At
that time they were aware there was an 18 minute segment
on the tape had been ~ased since the night before, that
there was nothing but, a hum. They discussed getting
technical advice on tn€ possibility of bringing out the
erased portion.
"[I)t is obviously a portion of the notes
which reflected an apparent discussion of Watergate on the
audible part of the tape. ' And possibly some other material
was not on the audible part of the tape or the second tape."
(1497)
[e mphasis added , check with court reporter re trans cription) (1495-1497)
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Knowledge of Topics of Haldeman - Nixon June 20, 1972 Conversation
Buzhardt has never interviewed Haldeman, has
never learned from any source what Haldeman's recollection
of the meeting was, has ~ever discussed it with anyone, and
has never specifically discussed with Nixon what was said
between Nixon and Haldeman on June 20, 1972. (1497-1498)
Buzhardt's First KnO\vledge of Tape Obliteration
Probably in early or mid-October either from Nixon
~~I71~~n or Haig, each of whom Buzhardt talked
to once, Buzhardt was first told about Woods' accident.
Buzhardt guesses this date because since November 14 the
President told Buzhardt that they had discussed it shortly
or some time after it occurred. Buzhardt was told that
Woods had made a 4 to 5 minute erasure on the
tape subsequent
to the subpoenaed conversation. Buzhardt
does not recall if he was told the erasure was in a conversation with Haldeman, but he learned that recently
when he checked the logs. Buzhardt asked no questions
about the~asure but he was asked, probably by the President,
"only the conversation subpoenaed" and Buzhardt said
yes. (1502-1503)
Buzhardt did not ask how Woods had the
tapes in her possession of how she happened to make the
mistake. Buzhardt does not recall whether he was told at
this time that Woods was transcribing the tapes, but he
thinks he learned that later. Buzhardt does not recall
talking to Woods about the tapes at this time. When
first advised of the erasure, Buzhardt made no attempt
to listen to tne portion of the tape and did not ask if
anyone had listened to it to determine no subpoenaed . .part
had been oblite rated because he was told it was not a subpoenaed conversation. (1498-1507)
November 14 Buzhardt' s Reading of Memorandum .." supp<,y r
This was first realization Prosecutor wanted two
meetings, not one.
(1507-1510)
Copying of Tapes November 14
Buzhardt did not attend copying of the tapes but
was advised, after the 14th, by Bennett or Houser that in
copying they could tell there were spots where there were
apparently no conversations on the tape. (1510-1511)
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J. FREDERICK BUZHARDT (following recess - que stions by
Ben-Veniste)
Copying Tapes
At the time that the tapes were copied, a represertative of the Special Prosecutor as well as one from the
White House were present. (1521)
Gaps in Tapes
Buzhardt knows of no other mistakes, alterations,
or gaps relating to any White House tape, eithe r subpoenaed
or not. (1521)
Buzhardt explained that sounds other than
conversation could trigger the system . (1522)
Also it
was reported to Buzhardt that there were substa ntial
periods lasting several minutes in which the me ter registered
but no sound except that of the actuation was made.
It
was not reported to Buzhardt that the silences in question
meant that there would be no sound of actuation but that
it was not registering any sound at all. (1522-23),
Determining Reasons for ' Gap
After discovering the gap on November 14,
(sic-Buzhardt and others) continued to review the other
tapes to determine if there were any other problems
IYith the subpoenaed ones. On Friday morning, \,e (sic)
consulted HOIYard Rosenblum, a technical expert IYith NSA,
to ask that if there had been an erasure, was there any
~lay to recover that material.
After that Buzhardt ,
using similar machines and subsequently the a c tual
machines, personally attempted to duplicate the sounds
that were on the tape. (1525-6)
November 14
We (sic)-(Buzhardt and Powers) started in
chronological order of the subpoena to prepa r~ an index
of the material. After running .t hrough Ehrli chman
June 20th taped conversation several times an j identifying
benchmarks, lYe moved on to subsequent convers3 tions .
Buzhardt found about a three minute gap bet;" e~n Ehrlichman
and Haldeman conversations, although it shows a n log as
six minute gap. Buzhar~had expected the bu= = , but the
length of the tone shocked him . He did not t3 lk to anyone else that night about this and he believe s only he
and Powers were there. (1527-1529)
Buzhardt first told Powers of the accident tr.3t night
when they were working on the Ehrlichman cony -= ::sation.
It did not occur to Buzhardt to inform Powers e arlier.
(1529-30)

14.
Preparing Woods for Court
Ben-Veniste had previously (before Nov. 14)
told Buzhardt he would call Woods and him as witnesses.
Buzhardt did not discuss her testimony with her or with
Powers, and did not see her not to tell Powers about
the gap.
One time when Powers and Garment were talking
to Woods, Buzhardt went in, but did not participate with
them in discussing her testimony. A few minutes before
seeing Garment and Powers, Buzhardt asked something, but
cannot recall what. (1531)
Woods-Buzhardt Tape Discussions
Buzhardt had discussed tape matters with Woods
on occasion prior to her testimony. When they had
these discussions, Buzhardt did not know \'loods was going
to testify anyway. Buzhardt feels it would have been
improper for him to have helped Woods to testify. (1532)
Powers
Buzhardt did not consider informing Powers of
gap on tape a top priority matter because Buzhardt at
that time believed it was not a subpoenaed tape.
If it
had occurred Buzhardt, he probably would have told
Powers earlier about this. (1532-3)
Inf~rming

Informing Haig
Buzhardt discussed the matter of erasure with
Nixon and Haig on the fifteenth.
Buzhardt first met
privately with Haig in Haig's office. Buzhardt informed
Haig that the conversation with the 18 minute gap was
sought under the subpoena, and that it shoWd be turned
over. There was also a signa} on it that Buzhardt
could not identify. Haig replied that it was pretty
late to be discovering that this was a subpoenaed tape.
(1534)
Buzhardt reported the tones on the June 20 ~pe
to Haig in order to get the message to Nixon or to set
up a meeting with Nixon. Buzhardt doesn't recall what
Haig said at the time. (1535)
Later in the day, Buzhardt informed Haig that
a review of the subpoenaed tapes was continuing. (1535)
Even later in the afternoon or perhaps the evening,
Buzhardt met with Nixon and Haig in the Oval Office.
At that time Buzhardt HR~ described the sounds on the
tape. (1536)
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Buzhardt explained to Nixon that an 18 minute
gap existed rather than a 4 1/2 minute one as he had
earlier been told. Buzhardt was unable to explain what
happened but cannot remember any further details of the
conversat ion. (1537)
Nixon could not recall what the erased conversation was about, but suggested trying to find Haldeman's
notes. (1538)
The subject of whether the conversation could
be brought out was discussed. Buzhardt said he would
find out whether that was possible. (1538-39)
Making a disclosure to the Court was discussed
and it was decided that the tape should be turned over.
Buzhardt realized what a serious situation this was,
but the discussion was directed to including this tape
in the analysis and index being made rather than disclosing the obliteration to the Court. (1540-1541)
On November 20th, the White House applied for
an extension to the deadline for turning in the index
and summary, citing Powers' illness as the reason.
There was no discussion of including the fact of the obliteration in the reasons for the extension, but there
was discussion that the White House would not wait during
the period of the continuance to make disclosures to
the court about the matter. (1541-1542)
Buzhardt never felt that he was not getting
all the information relevant or pertinent to his ability,
to represent the White House. (1 542)
Buzhardt cannot explain the fact that he accompanied
Zumwalt , Sims, and Bennett to the vault on October 31, to
get three tapes when Bennet actually had those tapes with
him. (1542-1543)
Bu zhardt feels that it was his own carelessness
in riot inquiring that led him to say all the tapes were
in the vault when the hearings began on October 31. (154 3)
Buzhardt used Woods' transcripts when making the
index and analysis of each of the sub poe naed tapes. (15 43 )
Buzhardt think s most of these transcripts came from Nixon
himself. Woods may have given him one or two.
On one
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occasion he took a transcript back to Woods for rechecking -' and improvement if possible. (1544)
After hesitating to say he is contradicting
Woods, Buzhardt does say his testimony is different
from hers on the point that she saw the transcripts
after giving them to Nixon. (1544-1545)
Buzhardt doesn't believe Woods' transcripts
were included in the subpoena,but they would be available
if the Court rules they are included. (1545-1546)
There was no typing of Haldeman's conversation
on the June 20 tape in Woods' transcript. (1457)
Buzhardt talked with Woods about correcting
the transcript before the 14th. (1547)
It was at this
time that he discussed the erasure with Woods .
(15481549) Buzhardt cannot place the date definitely, but
estimates late October or early November. (1549-1550)
When discussing the correction of the transcript
Woods asked if Buzhardt knew about her mistake. After
he indicated he had heard aboutfue mistake, Woods showed
Buzhardt which button she pushed and may have asked if
Buzhardt wanted to hear the tape. (1550-1551)
Buzhardt knew Woods had access to the tapes,
but not necessarily that they \vere in her office . Buzhardt
did see a tape recorder in her office. (1551)
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